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Abstract

Reproducible patient positioning during fractionated external beam 

radiation therapy is imperative to ensure matching between delivered and 

planned dose distributions. A 2D-3D image registration method to verify the 

patient’s three-dimensional setup (rotations, translations) using orthogonal 

portal images and megavoltage digitally reconstructed radiographs (MDRRs) 

is presented. Registration precision improves with additional image pre

processing and interpolation of the parameter space. For combined rotations 

and translations it is better than 0.5 mm and 0.3° (1 SD) if translation <7 mm 

and rotation <4°. Dependence on angular spacing between MDRRs, three cost 

functions, pixel size and field-of-view is investigated. A model for rotation- 

translation coupling is presented that mostly agrees with experimental data. 

The registration method is applied to two clinical prostate treatment plans. 

The patients’ dose distributions, dose-volume-histograms and changes to 

tumor control and normal tissue complication probabilities (TCP/NTCP) are 

calculated. TCP remains constant, whereas patients’ rectal NTCP increases 

due to patient positioning errors.
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1. Introduction

Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1. Scope and Organization of this thesis

Modem delivery of external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) requires precise 

positioning of the patient in the treatment beam. Failure to do so can compromise the 

treatment outcome by either delivering insufficient radiation to the tumor or heightened 

dose levels to the surrounding healthy tissue. This thesis is concerned with those two 

aspects of treatment delivery: patient positioning and the biological effects of 

positioning errors.

The first goal of this thesis is to develop and validate a method for the accurate 

measurement of a patient’s position relative to the treatment beams. The method should 

use readily available equipment, such as a treatment planning system (TPS) and an 

electronic portal imaging device (EPID) and require minimum user interaction. 

Information about patient position can then be derived by comparing EPID images of 

the patient on the treatment couch with projections through the patient’s CT data set, 

calculated by the TPS. The patient position should be measured in 3-dimensions 

(translations and rotations about three orthogonal axes), i.e. 6 degrees of freedom (dof). 

Non-rigid transformation of patient anatomy is not considered because EPID images are

1
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1. Introduction

projections through the patient that do not provide 3D anatomic information and also 

lack sufficient soft tissue contrast as a result of the high photon energy with which they 

are acquired (the 6 MV electron acceleration potential of the linear accelerator results in 

a bremsstrahlung spectrum with an average photon energy of approx. 2 MeV). 

Therefore, internal patient anatomy is not sufficiently delineated and changes in internal 

anatomy cannot be registered.

The second goal of this thesis is to use the information thus acquired about 

patient positioning by evaluating its impact on treatment outcome, i.e. the biological 

effect of positioning errors. This is done by calculating, in retrospect, the dose 

distribution delivered to the patient during the therapy with the true (measured) patient 

position, i.e. including setup errors. This dose distribution provides a more realistic 

picture of the treatment and allows a truer judgment of the treatment outcome and the 

severity of the setup errors. The biological impact of the patient positioning errors is 

quantified by calculating changes to the probability for tumor control (Tumor Control 

Probability, TCP) and normal tissue complication (Normal Tissue Complication 

Probability, NTCP).

The information about patient position can also potentially be used to correct 

patient setup errors in real time, while the patient is positioned on the treatment couch 

and before the treatment dose is delivered. Implementation of this procedure is beyond 

the scope of this thesis as it requires the change of treatment protocols, changes to 

clinical hard- and software as well as a further increase in processing speed of our 

registration algorithm. However, the theoretical description of how to geometrically 

account for patient setup errors in radiation delivery is presented.

In correspondence with the two goals mentioned above, this thesis is structured 

into two parts: Chapter 2 describes the methods and materials used for measuring 

patient position by utilizing a pair of orthogonal megavoltage radiographs (EPDI 

images). Chapter 3 presents the results regarding the accuracy of the method and its 

sensitivity to various steps and parameters. The registration parameters resulting in the 

most accurate registration are then used to register clinical patient data. In the second 

part of this thesis, the results of these registrations are in turn evaluated for their

2
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1. Introduction

influence on dose distribution, TCP and NTCP: chapter 4 describes the materials and 

methods used for this purpose and chapter 5 illustrates the results obtained. Finally, 

chapter 6 summarizes the conclusion of this thesis and provides an outlook for possible 

future projects building on the results. Appendix A.l presents the transformation of 

coordinates between the patient and collimator coordinate systems, which are used 

several times throughout this work. Appendix A.2 calculates the standard deviation of a 

uniform distribution, used in chapter 3 to compare different registration strategies for 

3D rotations.

Parts of the contents of this thesis have been accepted for publication in the 

“Medical Physics” journal. 1

1.2. Overview

EBRT, used either by itself or in conjunction with surgery and/or 

chemotherapy, is one of the primary treatment modalities for most types of localized 

cancers. When delivered in sufficient intensity, ionizing radiation destroys the 

biological tissue it traverses. The energy deposited by the radiation -  mostly in form of 

electronic ionization -  causes death, growth arrest or malfunction of the cells forming 

the tissue. While those effects are desirable for cancerous tissue, they are to be 

minimized for normal tissue surrounding the target region. However, exposure of 

normal tissue to the treatment beam cannot be fully avoided. The tolerance of normal 

tissue to radiation dose (before occurrence of serious complications) therefore places 

limits on the amount of radiation dose that can be delivered to the cancer site. Not all 

normal tissue displays the same sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Radiation treatment 

plans are designed to minimize the dose delivered by the treatment beams to the most 

radiation sensitive tissues (critical structures). Geometric accuracy of dose delivery thus 

is crucially important for the success of the radiation therapy: it ensures accurate 

delivery of dose to the target region and in cases where critical structures are located in 

close vicinity to the tumor, their accurate avoidance. Missing either one of those goals, 

by either not delivering enough dose to parts of the tumor or by delivering excess dose 

to parts of a critical structure would render the treatment a failure; in the first case
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because the likelihood of controlling the cancer would be compromised; in the second 

case because radiation-induced complications could severely limit the patient’s quality 

of life after the treatment.

Two problems need to be solved in order to maximize dose to the tumor and 

simultaneously minimize dose to critical structures. First is the ability to shape the dose 

distribution with adequate precision to conform tightly to the target region. To this end, 

radiation therapy has seen the continuous development of planning and delivery 

techniques. Three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT) and intensity
'y

modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) represent successful efforts focused on delivering 

radiation dose to the tumor site in an ever more precise manner both in terms of the 

absolute dose and the geometrical accuracy with which the dose is ‘painted’ onto the 

target volume (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Example of a modem seven field head-neck IMRT treatment plan. The isocentric slice (right) 

shows the dose distribution conforming tightly to a C-shaped PTV, while sparing the spinal cord.

Secondly, the patient must be positioned correctly relative to the radiation 

beams delivering the treatment. Radiation treatment is delivered in multiple fractions, 

typically between 20 and 40, one fraction being delivered each weekday. Each time, the 

patient needs to be placed on the treatment couch in a consistently accurate way. The 

measurement of patient position presents a problem that has not been solved in a 

generally accepted, satisfactory manner and constitutes one of the main aspects of this

4
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work. Several approaches taken to measure patient position are briefly reviewed below, 

prior to the introduction of the method chosen for this thesis.

Both, the patient position and the dose distribution within the patient are 

specified with the help of a treatment planning system (TPS), consisting of a computer 

workstation with the ability to define the position of treatment beams relative to the 

patient and to calculate radiation dose delivered by the beams. In the treatment plans 

that are generated with the TPS, the patient anatomy is generally represented by a CT 

data set. Beam positions are defined relative to this CT data set and dose calculations 

are based on the electron density values stored in its 3D matrix of voxels. The CT data 

set therefore also serves as a reference for patient positioning. It is acquired only once 

prior to planning and delivery of the treatment.

1.3. Patient positioning in external beam radiation therapy

At the beginning of each treatment fraction, before dose is delivered, the 

patient needs to be positioned on the treatment couch, ideally in the same pose he or she 

held in the CT scanner at the time the planning CT data set was acquired. This would 

insure that the treatment beam positions with respect to the patient remain as they were 

planned in the TPS. Any patient positioning error will cause the actual dose distribution 

delivered in a given treatment fraction to deviate from the planned one. Great care is 

therefore taken when positioning the patient on the treatment couch in order to 

reproduce his or her position at the time of the CT scan. This process is aided by means 

of fiducial (skin) markers that were placed on the patient when the CT scan was 

acquired and are visible on the CT scan. These skin markers are aligned with orthogonal 

lasers that mark the isocenter in the treatment room. This procedure attempts to place 

the treatment isocenter, defined by the CT data set in the TPS, at the isocenter of the 

tele-therapy unit.

It is becoming more and more common to verify the patient’s position by 

acquiring, at a dose that is relatively small compared to a treatment dose, a megavoltage 

radiographic image of the patient in treatment position using a linear accelerator (linac) 

beam and an EPID. The EPID image shows the patient’s actual position and can be
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compared with a digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR) image. The DRR image is 

calculated by projecting, computationally, rays with the same geometry as the treatment 

beam through the CT data set (ray tracing) used for treatment planning. Visual 

comparison of EPID image and DRR is used to adjust the patient position by translating 

the treatment couch appropriately. However, those translations are limited to within the 

plane perpendicular to the incident beam direction as defined by the EPID image; a 

patient’s rotational offset is not corrected. Thus even with these precautions, setup 

errors in the order of several mm are known to occur3'6. They are accounted for in the 

treatment planning process by introducing generally accepted margins, which increase 

irradiated area from the Clinical Target Volume (CTV) containing the tumor, to the 

Planning-Target-Volume (PTV). For example, margins of the prostate CTV are usually 

taken to be 5 mm. This method attempts to insure that the entire tumor receives the 

prescribed dose, even in the case of setup errors. However it also causes increased 

irradiation of the normal tissue surrounding the tumor and is especially disadvantageous 

in cases where critical structures, also referred to as organs at risk (OAR), are located 

close to the CTV (Figure 1.2). The larger margins will then cause an undesired increase 

in the dose delivered to the OAR and may lead to increased NTCP values for the OAR.

Figure 1.2 The Clinical Target Volume (CTV) is expanded to the Planning Tumor Volume (PTV) in 

order to account for possible positioning errors. This expansion can cause increased irradiation o f an 

Organ At Risk (OAR), located close to the GTV.

Two factors can cause a change in the position of the CTV: an error in the 

setup position of the patient on the treatment couch or a shift or deformation of the CTV 

itself within the patient. In this thesis, the first cause is considered, i.e. the patient is 

considered to be a rigid body.

6
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Prerequisite to correcting a positioning error is its measurement. Numerous 

approaches have been taken to improve the measurement of patient position with 

respect to the treatment beam during fractionated radiation therapy.

In a commercial system, several adhesive surface markers are placed close to 

the treatment site on the patient’s skin. These markers are visible on the CT scan as well 

as with infra red cameras which are mounted in the treatment room. Semi automatic 

patient alignment is carried out by translating the treatment couch. This system achieves 

a precision between 2.0 and 3.5 mm (one standard deviation (SD) ) 1.

The most advanced systems to date use a CT scanner mounted in the treatment 

room, dedicated solely to patient positioning. A CT scan is acquired prior to each 

treatment fraction while the patient is positioned on the treatment couch. After the CT 

scan is performed, the couch is turned 180 degrees around a central, vertical axis and 

placed underneath the linac. Since the patient remains motionless relative to the couch 

for the whole process, this approach significantly improves the registration precision to 

better than 0.5 mm (Court et al.8) or 0.16° and 0.16 mm (Kress et al.9). This system has 

the added advantage of visualizing the patient’s internal soft tissue anatomy, potentially 

allowing adjustment of the treatment for internal organ motion and/or deformation. 

However, in-room CT imaging is not available on the majority of present clinical 

treatment installations.

The same is true for gantry mounted or fixed x-ray units in the treatment room. 

Those systems are used to acquire orthogonal views of the patient and achieve better 

bone-tissue contrast than images acquired with the linac’s beam because of their lower 

effective photon energy. Various configurations of those kilovoltage imagers resulted in 

registration accuracies of 1.36 ± 0.11 mm (Ryu et al.10), better than 0.69 mm (1 SD, 

Pisani et al.11), 1.0 mm and 1.3° (1 SD, Murphy12), 1 mm (Lemieux et alP) or 4.2 +/-

1.6 mm and 1.0 +/- 0.7° (Birkfellner et alP). Recently, Fu et alP  published very 

precise results obtained using the kV-imagers of the commercial CyberKnife ® system: 

0.3 mm for translations and 0.3° for rotations (rms errors).

Using one full rotation of the gantry, it is possible to acquire cone-beam CT 

images of the patient in treatment position. When acquiring the CT scan with linac’s

7
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MV beam16, delineation of high-contrast tissue (bone, air, fat/water) would likely allow 

registration of rigid structures (bones), but results have not yet been reported in the 

literature.17 A kV x-ray source-imager combination mounted on an additional c-arm on 

the gantry18 allowed registration accuracy for the prostate of better than 2.0 mm along 

any axis.19

EPID imagers are most commonly utilized to determine patient position 

because of their availability (they are relatively inexpensive and installed on the 

majority of modem linacs) and ease of use.20 However, since the images are produced at 

MV energies, their inherent contrast is lower than it is in kV imaging systems.21 One 

strategy of using EPID imagers is to visualize markers implanted in the GTV. This 

allows for fast, accurate registration (± 0.5° 22) and also account for organ motion. 

However, implanting the markers is invasive and it cannot be carried out in all 

treatment sites, marker delineation is usually a manual process and maker migration has 

been observed.23

In most clinical applications, the gray-value content of EPID images is 

registered to digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs).20’24"30 Though in most cases 

only translations and in-plane rotations are measured, several studies have demonstrated 

the possibility to determine the 3D patient position (i.e. all 6 degrees of freedom (dof) 

that characterize a (rigid) body’s pose) without the need for manual intervention or 

delineation of features when using pairs of EPID images.31"33 This task is complicated 

by the decreased image contrast in MV images. Gilhuijs et al,32 reported an accuracy of 

1 mm for translations and 1° for rotations, Bansal et a/.31 found an accuracy of better 

than 1° for rotations and 2 to 3 pixels for translations. Sirois et al,33 achieved standard 

deviations of 0.5 mm (less than one pixel) for translations and between 1.5° and 2.1° for 

rotations by registering orthogonal EPID images to Megavoltage DRRs (MDRRs).

In this thesis, the method by Sirois et al,33 is expanded on, since it uses the 

readily available EPID imagers, does not require image segmentation (and thus 

minimizes the need for user intervention) and registers translations with good precision. 

Special attention was paid to improving the ability to register rotations. To this end, two 

additional steps were introduced: image pre-processing (which is shown to also have a
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positive effect on the registration of translations) and a parabolic fit which interpolates 

the parameter space of cost functions. This approach was validated by registering 

several poses of a humanoid phantom that had been set up with known translations and 

rotations and evaluating the difference between the registered and the setup values.

1.4. Biological impact of patient positioning errors

As mentioned above, patient setup errors will alter the distribution of dose 

delivered to the patient and thus the biological response of both the tumor and normal 

tissue. Determining the change in the biological response constitutes the second main 

aspect of this thesis.

The impact of radiation on cancer can be characterized by the TCP, defined as 

the probability of local control of a tumor, and NTCP, defined as the probability of 

normal tissue complication associated with the treatment, usually assessed within a 

period of five years after treatment.34 Calculating values for TCP and NTCP is a field of 

active research and various mathematical models have been suggested in order to 

predict and/or explain the values observed in clinical practice. The calculation of TCP 

for a tumor and NTCP for an organ is typically based on its dose-volume-histogram 

(DVH). A DVH is associated with a user-defined volume of interest (VOI) within the 

CT data set. A treatment plan typically contains VOIs for the CTV, PTV and for each 

critical structure affected by radiation. For a particular VOI, a DVH displays the 

fraction of volume of this VOI that has received a certain dose as a function of that 

dose. For the purpose of this thesis, a simple model based on Poisson statistics is chosen 

for the TCP and the phenomenological Sigmoidal Dose Response (SDR) model is used 

for the NTCP.35

Several approaches have been taken to study the effect of patient positioning 

errors. In a phantom study, Karger et al,36 found that the surface dose in a spinal cord 

IMRT plan changes by 7.5% if a setup error of only 1 mm occurs, but the biological 

effect in terms of TCP and NTCP is not discussed. The effects of setup uncertainties on 

DVH have been studied by Cho et al?1, who determined the changes in the DVH of the 

PTV in a lung treatment plan when introducing computer simulated setup errors. They
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found significant changes in the DVH, but did not calculate TCP of the PTV. They also 

found that the dose distribution for a shifted patient position should be re-calculated for 

the new position rather than just shifting the previously calculated dose distribution by 

the amount of the patient setup error. In a patient study of prostate treatments, Song et 

al.3* were able to boost the TCP of prostate cancer by between 1.2 % and 7.5 % while 

maintaining the same rectal NTCP when correcting for setup errors.

If the patient is not positioned on the treatment couch in the same way as in the 

CT scan (i.e. a positioning error has occurred), the treatment beams will “see” a 

different scenario and the dose distribution within the patient will change. In this work, 

a method is presented to evaluate the effect of patient positioning errors on the TCP and 

NTCP values in a few straight-forward steps:

• The 3D setup error is determined for each treatment fraction

• The dose distribution (including setup error) for each fraction is re

calculated

• The dose distributions for all fractions are added

• The DVHs are calculated from the added dose distributions

• The TCP and NTCP are calculated from the DVH

The values for TCP and NTCP are then compared with the ones obtained for 

the original treatment plan (i.e. no setup error has occurred). Their difference is a 

measure for the biological impact of the setup errors.
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Chapter 2 

Image Registration: Materials and Methods

2.1. Overview

The method for measuring patient position discussed in this thesis is based on 

the comparison between an orthogonal EPID image pair that represents the patient in 

treatment position and multiple orthogonal pairs of megavoltage DRR (MDRR) images, 

obtained from the CT data set used for treatment planning. Each MDRR image pair 

represents a certain patient orientation. The various components necessary to facilitate 

this procedure as well as the method used to validate its accuracy are outlined in detail 

in the subsequent sections of this chapter. The following paragraph provides an 

overview of the method.

Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of the registration algorithm. The initial 

setup step consists of three parts:

• The data base of MDRR image pairs is computed. Each MDRR pair 

affords an AP and an LR view on the patient and represents a certain 

patient orientation (rotations in three dimensions about the treatment 

isocenter).
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• Next, instructions on the search strategy are set, which determine the 

speed and accuracy of the method by specifying how many MDRR 

image pairs are to be compared with EPID image pairs. Information 

about which cost function is to be used, what image pre-processing 

steps are to be taken and where to locate files are also detailed.

• The EPID image pair is introduced into the algorithm. EPID images of 

the patient are taken in several treatment fractions: one image in 

anterior-posterior (AP) view and the other in latero-lateral (LR) view.

Set parameters
• Accuracy 

Image proc.
• Cost funct.

EPID image pair 
(LR and AP)MDRR pair 

data base

Pre-process Pre-process

Register 
2D translations 

(1 image pair)

Select MDRR 
image pair

Store
result

Search 
omplete?

Output 3D 
translations Back-translate 

EPID images

Pre-process

Compare MDRR 
and EPID 

image pair 
(cost function)

Select MDRR 
image pair

Store
result

Parabolic fit to 
parameter space

Output 3D 
rotations

Figure 2.1 Flowchart outlining the 3D image registration method employed in this thesis
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• The set-up step concludes with the pre-processing of both, the EPID 

and the MDRR images. The image processing steps employed as well 

as their significant influence on the registration accuracy are discussed 

in depth later in this thesis.

After the setup step, patient translations along each of three orthogonal axes 

are determined; the patient coordinate system is depicted in Figure 2.2. To this end, AP 

and LR view EPID images are registered separately with their corresponding MDRR 

images using a 2D registration routine (see chapter “2.7. Registering 3D Translations” 

for details).

Figure 2.2 The patient coordinate system; translations along and rotations about each o f the three 

orthogonal axes are registered with the method describe in this chapter.

The final step of the method provides registration of the rotations about the 

AP, SI (superior-inferior) and LR axes. This is accomplished by first aligning the beam 

axis in the EPID images with the planning isocenter (i.e. the beam axis in the MDRR 

images), which is done through back-translating the EPID images by the distances 

found in the previous (translations) registration step. Then the back-translated EPID 

image pair is compared with the MDRR image pairs in the data base. The degree of 

similarity is measured with a cost function, which assumes a minimal value for best 

correspondence. Since each MDRR image pair represents a certain 3D patient rotation, 

the MDRR image pair most similar to the EPID image pair is indicative of the patient’s
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rotation. Lastly, a parabolic fit around the minimum cost function value in the 

parameter space of rotation angles is applied. The location of the minimum of this 

parabola is the registration result for patient rotations.

2.2. Hard- and Software

All calculations, except for the generation of the MDRR data base and dose 

calculations, were carried out on a Windows XP workstation equipped with a Xeon 

processor (2 GHz, 533 MHz front side bus) and 1 GB random access memory (RAM).

The Pinnacle3 ® TPS (version 7.7a, Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA) 

running on a Sun Blade 1000 workstation (5 GB memory) was used to generate the 

MDRR data base and for dose calculations. Two sections of code that interfaced 

directly with the Pinnacle TPS (“plug-ins”) were written in C++: one to automatically 

generate the MDRR data base (“MDRR-plug-in”) and another to facilitate the 

computation and summation of dose distributions for multiple fractions of a patient’s 

treatment (“dose-plug-in”). The registration framework code was written in Matlab, 

version 7.01 (© The Mathworks Inc. 2004). The framework performs the following 

tasks:

• Image pre-processing

• Searches of the MDRR data base

• Calling of the routine for registering 2D translations (via a DOS 

command)

• Evaluation of cost functions for registration of rotations

• Parabolic fit to the parameter space

Its various control parameters, such as options for the search depth of the 

MDRR data base and for the display of images, errors, warnings and progress 

information are specified in an initialization file that is read by the framework. 

Registration results are written into text files by the framework, using a custom format 

that is easily readable by humans as well as evaluation code. This code, also written in
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Matlab was used to summarize and evaluate the results of multiple registration runs in 

an expedient manner.

The 2D-registration routine used to register translations was based on ansi-C 

code published by Thevenaz et al.' (http://bigwww.epfl.ch/algorithms.html), which was 

modified for the purpose of this work and tied into the registration framework (see 

section “2.7.2 2D Translations”).

2.3. Generation of the MDRR data base

Both, the humanoid phantom (Pixy, Radiology Support Devices Inc., Long 

Beach, CA, see Figure 2.3) and patients were imaged on a PQ 5000 CT (Philips 

Medical Systems, Bothell, WA) scanner at 130 kV, using 3.0 mm slice thickness, pitch 

1.0, a pixel size of 0.9375 mm and a 512x512 pixel matrix per slice. The CT data sets 

were imported into the Pinnacle3 ® workstation. The MDRR-plug-in automatically 

generated pairs of MDRRs as beam’s eye views (BEV) in the isocenter plane for a 40 x 

40 cm2 field of view (FOV).

Figure 2.3 The humanoid phantom (“Pixy”).

Digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) are computed by numerically ray- 

tracing photon beams through a CT data set (Figure 2.5). Each volume element (voxel) 

within this three dimensional matrix contains photon attenuation coefficients, expressed 

as CT numbers in Hounsfield units (HU):2

CTnumber = 1000 • M ~ ̂ wa,er ; (2.1)
water
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where p  is the linear attenuation coefficient of the material in a given voxel during

acquisition of the CT scan and juwater the linear attenuation coefficient of water.3 //

contains the electronic cross sections for coherent (Raleigh) scattering, photo effect, 

Compton scattering and pair production between a photon and an electron within the 

object being CT scanned:3

A ^ photoeffect ^coherent ^com pton ^pairproduction ) * (2.2)

Here, the factor of material density p, Avogadro constant NA, proton number Z and 

atomic number A represents the electron density of the material. All of the four cross 

sections a depend strongly on the photon energy E  within the range of up to 2 MeV 

which is most frequently used for medical imaging; we therefore have p = p(E). The CT 

numbers found by the CT scan at an average energy of approx. 60 keV are therefore 

different for the ones ‘seen’ by the linac beam when acquiring the EPID images at an 

average energy of approx. 2 MeV. This results in a marked difference in image 

appearance, as shown in Figure 2.4. To generate DRRs that look more like the 

megavoltage EPID images obtained with a linear accelerator (MDRRs), p (which is 

derived from the CT number (Equation 2.1) obtained in the CT scan for each voxel) was 

scaled to the value it would have for this higher energy. Since this adjustment of p 

depended on the unknown material present in each voxel the scaling process could only 

be an approximation. It is built into the Pinnacle TPS and could be adjusted to achieve 

best visual agreement between the MDRRs and an actual EPID image (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4 Pinnacle’s scaling parameter for attenuation coefficients was set to reach best visual agreement 

between MDRR image (left and middle) and EPID image (right). Both MDRRs were generated from the 

same CT data set, left scaled to low (keV range) and right to high (MeV range) energy.
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The algorithm performing the actual ray tracing is also part of the Pinnacle 

software. It is an approximation as well, because it does not attempt to accurately model 

photon interactions in the patient volume; specifically, scattering of photons within the 

patient volume, which increase noise and reduce contrast in the EPID images, is ignored 

in the resulting MDRRs.

AP-MDRR

Figure 2.5 MDRR images are generated by ray-tracing through the CT data set, which is depicted in the 

center (here part o f the torso o f the humanoid phantom). AP images are calculated with simulated beams 

that originate from a source above the CT data set and are propagated trough the CT data set from top to 

bottom. LR images are the result o f simulated beams traversing the CT data set from right to left.

MDRRs are created as orthogonal pairs (Figure 2.5) in AP and LR view. They 

are calculated for different patient orientations, i.e. 3D rotations of the patient about the 

isocenter. This rotation can be achieved by either rotating the CT data set or, 

alternatively, the beam source around the patient. In this work the second alternative 

was utilized because the Pinnacle TPS did not allow translation or rotation of the CT 

data set. The simulated rotations of the patient (in the remainder of this section, the 

word ‘patient’ denotes both, the phantom as well as a real patient) about the three 

principal axes were transformed into equivalent couch, gantry and collimator angles of 

a medical linear accelerator, which represent the orientation of the beam source. The
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couch, gantry and collimator angles that afford the beams-eye-view (BEV) 

corresponding to pre-defined rotations of the patient about his AP, SI and LR axis were 

determined as described in Appendix A. 1.

Each pair of MDRR images thus represents a patient rotation vector & = (<PAp, 

(I>si, &LR) containing rotation angles about the AP, SI and LR axis respectively (“pitch- 

roll-yaw” convention). This angle information was stored in a lookup table. The 

MDRRs covered a parameter space of angles ranging from -5° to +5° with an angular 

spacing of 0.5° for a total of 21 angles per axis. The total number of image pairs (i.e. the 

size of the parameter space) in the MDRR data base was therefore 9261. Each 40 x 40 

cm image consisted of 256 x 256 pixels (pixel size of 1.56 mm) and each pixel was 

represented by two bytes. Therefore the size of one patient’s MDRR data base was 2.26 

GB; it took 14 hrs to generate on the Sun Blade 1000 workstation.

2.4. Acquisition of the EPID Image Pairs

EPID images of patients and the humanoid phantom in treatment position were 

acquired with an aS 500 amorphous silicon flat panel imager, installed on a 2100EX 

linear accelerator (Varian Oncology Systems, Palo-Alto, CA). In the EPID, 4,5 incoming 

high energy photons interact predominantly through Compton Effect with a buildup 

layer consisting mostly of a copper sheet of 1 mm thickness, in which charged particles 

are generated. These then deposit dose in an underlying phosphor layer (340 pm of 

gadolinium oxysulfide, Gd2 0 2 S:Tb), causing the production of optical photons at 

540 nm (emission peak). These photons are detected by the light-sensitive pixel matrix 

which is layered underneath the phosphor and consists of amorphous silicon (a-Si). An 

alternative technology is the use of a charge coupled device (CCD) as light sensitive 

element. However, the small dimension of the CCD chip (less than approx. 5x5 cm2) 

requires optical reduction of the image size, a process that suffers from low efficiency 

and results in a more bulky device. The EPID’s a-Si matrix consists of 512 x 384 pixels 

with a physical size of 0.784 mm. Images were exposed at 6 MV with a field size of 20 

x 20 cm2. Images of the Pixie phantom were acquired with 1 monitor unit (MU) per 

image. Patient images were acquired with 1 or 2 monitor units. The source-to-object
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distance was 100 cm and the source-to image distance was 145 cm. Two patient images 

were scaled slightly differently, probably because the image was taken while the EPID 

imager was not in its fully extended position. Based on the graticule pattern visible on 

the images, they were rescaled by a magnification factor of 0.97 and 0.95, respectively.

An orthogonal image pair of patients consisted of one AP view at 0° gantry 

angle and an LR view at either 90° or 270° gantry angle (Figure 2.6). The images of the 

Pixy phantom were also orthogonal pairs. Their purpose was to test the accuracy of the 

registration method. In order to test the method’s ability to find patient rotations, EPID 

images were obtained for different rotations of the phantom around its AP, SI and LR 

axes. However, because of the flexibility and large size and weight of the phantom, 

rotating it in a precise manner would be impractical. Phantom rotations were therefore 

emulated by setting couch, gantry and collimator angles in such a way that the BEV of 

the phantom was the same as if the phantom itself had been rotated. For example -2° 

roll of the patient about the SI axis (<P — (0, -2, 0)) would require EPID images at 2° 

(AP view) and 92° (LR view) gantry angle (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.6 Acquisition o f  orthogonal EPID images o f  patients; AP view (left) and LR view (right).

For the general, three-dimensional case the couch, gantry and collimator angles 

corresponding to those known phantom rotations were calculated as outlined in 

Appendix A. This approach permits acquisition of EPID images of ‘simulated’ phantom 

rotations with the accuracy of the linac’s rotation (0.1° deg for gantry and collimator,

0.2° for couch). It neglects the fact that the treatment couch is somewhat radio opaque:
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whereas in the case of an actual phantom rotation the relative orientation of phantom 

and treatment couch would change, this is not the case here. In AP view, this will cause 

the couch support structure (‘tennis racket’) under the phantom to appear un-rotated 

relative to the phantom. However, this structure was only faintly visible on the images. 

Any influence it had on the registration would serve to degrade the results, so that the 

results reported represent a worse case scenario.

AP view 
(gantry +2*) ^AP view 

(gantry 0°)

LR view 
(gantry 90°) LR view 

(gantry 92°)

Figure 2.7 Equivalency o f phantom roll around SI axis rotation (left) to the adjusted gantry angle (right) 

that is used to emulate rotations o f the humanoid pixie phantom. The phantom rotations about the other 

axes wre similarly realized using combinations o f  couch, gantry and collimator angles o f  the linear 

accelerator.

2.5. Image pre-processing

Both, EPID and MDRR images underwent a series of pre-processing steps 

prior to registration. Both image types were re-sampled to the same physical pixel size 

and cropped to the desired FOV for registration (see Figure 2.8). At this point, further 

manual segmentation of image features could have take place. However, it was 

purposely avoided in order to render the results as independent as possible from 

individual users’ judgments and maintain a high degree of automation of the method. 

Image histograms were aligned by means of shifting and stretching or compressing such 

that all pixel values fell within a pre-defined interval.6 In this work, this histogram 

alignment step is preceded by two less common image processing steps: unsharp
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masking and histogram matching.7’8 Care was taken to make these steps universal in the 

sense that they need not be manually adapted to a changing imaging situation. For 

easier reference, the combined three steps of unsharp masking, histogram matching and 

histogram alignment are designated as extended image pre-processing, as opposed to 

basic image pre-processing, here defined as only histogram alignment. The image pre

processing steps are illustrated in Figure 2.9 and outlined below.

Figure 2.8 The EPID image (top) and the MDRR image (bottom) are cropped and re-sampled to the same 

pixel size; shown here is only the AP view.

• Unsharp masking: A strongly blurred version of an image was 

subtracted from the original image. Then the mean value of the original 

image was added. The blurring was performed with a fairly wide 

Gaussian kernel: the kernel width was one-half of the width of the 

image and the Gaussian width (2 a) was one-fourth of the image width. 

This step serves as a high pass and reduces the magnitude of image 

features at low spatial frequencies in the image.
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• Histogram matching: To enhance image contrast, each image’s 

histogram was then matched to a normal distribution of width o = 0.2 

times the dynamic range of the original image (i.e. the frequency of 

occurrences of pixel values was matched to that of the normal 

distribution).

• Histogram alignment: Histograms were re-scaled (stretched or 

compressed) and then shifted to lie in the arbitrary but constant interval 

of [0 255]. The data format of the image pixel values remained ‘float’.

histogram alignmentraw image (cropped) gaussian blurr unsharp masking histogram matching

750500 800

400 600 600
300

400400
200

200

3.19 x 104 100 2003.15 3.17 3.17 3.15 3.17

100 20010CO 1500 2000 1000 1500 2000 2000 1000 1500 2000

Figure 2.9 Image pre-processing steps used in the method. The original (raw), cropped EPID and MDRR 

images (first column); Original images convolved with a large Gaussian kernel (second column); Blurred 

images subtracted from original images (third column); Histograms matched to a normal distribution 

(fourth column); Histograms aligned to same interval (fifth column). After unsharp masking overall 

image intensities are more balanced and finer structures (e.g. vertebral bodies) become visible. Histogram 

matching enhances contrast and further enhances similarity. Finally the image histograms are shifted into 

the same gray-value range o f [0, 255]; pixel values are non-integer (double). For consistent visualization, 

all images shown have been scaled to gray values between 0 and 255.
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In addition, the EPID images were corrected for:

• The magnification resulting from the ratio of the source-to-imager 

distance (SID = 145 cm) to the source-to-axis distance (SAD = 1 0 0  

cm).

• The position of the beam axis on the EPID imager: Since the beam axis 

was not exactly centered on the imager, images needed to be shifted to 

be centered on the beam axis. This procedure was performed differently 

for patient and phantom images:

i. Patient images are acquired by placing a graticule filter in the 

beam, which generates a cross pattern of bright dots to visually 

judge a patient’s position (Figure 2.10). The beam axis coincides 

with the central dot of the cross pattern. The center of that dot was 

found by applying a Canny edge detection filter to the region 

around the dot. Once the pixels constituting the edge of the central 

dot were determined, the center-of-mass (CM) of those pixels was 

calculated. The coordinates of the CM are the position of the beam 

axis on the EPID imager.

Figure 2.10 The position o f  the beam axis on the EPID image is determined by the cross shaped pattern 

generated by the graticule filter (left). It is found by calculating the center o f  mass (CM) coordinates of 

the edge pixels o f the central dot, visible in the magnified image on the right.
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ii. If no graticule filter was used (while testing the algorithm using 

the humanoid phantom), the position of the beam axis on the portal 

imager was determined as the CM of the edges of a 10x10 cm 

open field image as displayed in Figure 2.11. Because of sagging 

of the portal imagers at 90° or 270° gantry angle (by 

approximately 2 mm), this correction was done separately for the 

AP and LR view images.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Figure 2.11 Epid image o f a 10 x 10 cm2 field (left). The magnified image on the right shows the edge 

pixels o f the square field (black). The beam axis on the EPID image was found by calculating the CM of  

those edge pixels. The images here are displayed in false color for increased visual contrast.

• Rotational offset of the imager: It was further observed that the straight 

collimator edges of a 10 x 10 cm2 open field image did not run 

perfectly parallel to the EPID’s pixel matrix. These ‘breaks’ in the edge 

pixels of the image, visible in Figure 2.12, were due to a slight rotation 

of the EPID imager relative to the beam-defining collimator jaws. This 

rotational offset of the imager was 0.25° at 0° gantry angle and 0.35° 

deg at 90° gantry angle. It was accounted for by rotating the 

corresponding EPID images by the same amount prior to further 

analysis.

• Graticule filter pattern: Clinical patient images are generated by placing 

a graticule filter in the beam, which generates a cross pattern of bright
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dots in the EPID images to visually judge a patient’s position. This 

pattern is not part of the corresponding MDRR images. To minimize 

the negative influence of the graticule pattern on the registration 

process, this pattern was -  after measuring the beam axis position -  

largely removed by replacing the dots with the average value of their 

surrounding neighborhood (see Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.12 Rotational offset o f the EPID images was found by exposing a square field. Initially, the edge 

pixels (black) do not form a straight line (top images, marked by arrows). After rotating the image by 

0.35°, the edge pixels form a straight line. The images here are displayed in false color for increased 

visual contrast.

The image pre-processing steps took less than two seconds per image. 

However, since up to 1000 MDRR image pairs needed to be pre-processed in order to 

register one pair of orthogonal EPID images (while searching the MDRR data base 

using the smallest angular interval between consecutive MDRRs as described in section 

“2.7. Registering 3D Translations”), this step could lengthen the registration procedure
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by more than an hour. Pre-processed images were therefore stored in a temporary folder 

that made repeat-processing of the same image unnecessary.

50 100 150 200 50 100 150 200

Figure 2.13 Part o f the pre-processing o f  clinical EPID images is a routine that automatically removes the 

cross pattern o f white dots (left image), which are caused by the gantry-mounted graticule filter. The 

routine replaces pixel values within the dots with local averages around them (right image).

2.6. Cost Functions

Cost functions describe the degree of similarity of two images. Three different 

cost functions that are widely used in medical image registration were tested in this 

work for their ability to provide accurate registration results. They are based on well 

known pixel value similarity measures and scaled to exhibit a minimum for best image 

alignment. They were evaluated for the overlapping pixels between the two images 

being registered. In the following, let I  and J  be two images of identical number of 

pixels M x N ,  indexed by m and n so that I m n and J m „ are the pixel values at position

(m, n) in images I  and J  respectively. I  and J  denote the average pixel value of each

image ( /  = —-— V /  ). The cost functions, CF, are then defined as follows, based
M - N  m,n 1V ±  1  T m n

on:

• Mean squared difference of pixel values:
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■ <23>
lV i  * i v  m n

It can be shown that this cost function works best when the two images 

being compared only differ by Gaussian noise9. Because of its square 

weighting of the pixel values, CFms is very sensitive to a small number 

of pixels that differ by a large amount in images I  and J. CFms is the 

similarity measure native to the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm used 

to register 2D translations (section “2.7. Registering 3D Translations”).

• Correlation-coefficient (also known as Pearson’s linear correlation 

coefficient):8

I  -?)]
CFcc = 1 — ^ = = = = = = =  _ (2.4)

\  m,n m,n

This cost function is invariant under the transformation I  -»  a ■ I  + b ,

i.e. when scaling the images intensities linearly and adding a constant 

offset: CFcc (I, J ) = CFcc (al + b,cJ + d ) . It is therefore more robust 

than CFms-

• Normalized mutual information:10

r F  , 2 \ h (i )+H(j )-H(1,J)\
"  //( /)+  H(J) ' 1 ’

Here, H(I)  and H{J)  are the Shannon entropies11 of images I  and 

J , respectively: H(I)  = - ^ , p j(I)-\og(pl(I)). p(I)  is the probability

distribution of gray values of image /  and the index i denotes a 

histogram bin of image I. H ( l , J ) is the joint entropy of images /  and J. 

It is defined similar to H(I), but p(I) is replaced by p(I,J), the histogram 

of joint probabilities of gray values of images I  and J : 

H(I,  J )  = - ^ ^  j7iJ( / , / ) - 1°g(jp. / / , / ) ) .  The entropy H  of an

image is a measure for its information content. If, for example, the
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image were to consist of a uniform gray (all pixels have the same value 

and thus the image contains no information), p t = 1 for one index i (i.e. 

the index labeling the histogram bin containing the gray value that all 

the image pixels possess) and p t = 0 all other i and therefore

H(I)  = 0. If pixel values were randomly distributed, ( p ^ I )  = \/M N  

for all /), the entropy would be H(I)  = -M N  -(\/MN  - log(l/MN))  

= \og(MN).  The joint entropy H ( I , J ) measures how far one of the 

images explains the other. If both images are identical, the second 

image explains the other perfectly and adds no more information to the 

entirety of both images. The joint histogram of probabilities of images I  

and J  is then equal to the histogram of their individual probabilities: 

p(I,J) = p(I) = p(J). Only the terms with i = j  contribute to the double 

sum and the joint entropy H ( I , J ) = H ( I ) = H( J)  takes on a minimal 

value. If, on the other hand, both images are wholly unrelated, the joint 

entropy equals the sum of the entropies of both individual images. In 

general, H(I,J), H(I) and H(J) are related by the inequality: 

max( H( I ) ,H( J) ) <H( I , J )  < H(I)  + H ( J ) .  The values for CFUI as 

defined above therefore vary between 0 for identical images and 1 for 

totally unrelated images I  and J.

2.7. Registering 3D Translations

2.7.1 Searching the MDRR data base

Of all the MDRR image pairs in the data base, the one that corresponds most 

closely with the EPID image pair (lowest cost function) will provide the truest value for 

translations. A simple interval shrinking scheme was therefore used to search the 

MDRR data base for this pair: first, a given EPID image pair was 2D-registered with all 

the MDRR image pairs that differed by an angle interval of 2.5° and the value of the 

cost function achieved in each case was stored. Thus, the full angular range from -5° to 

+5° was covered for each axis. The angles corresponding to the MDRR pair that
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achieved the lowest cost function (the best match) now served as the starting point for 

the next iteration. This next iteration consisted of selecting MDRRs that are separated 

by an angle interval of 10 within an angular range of ±2° around the previous minimum. 

Those were again 2D-registered and the process was repeated with the finest interval 

(0.5°) for an angle range from -1° to +1°. The translations corresponding to the smallest 

cost function value were reported as final result. This strategy reduced the number of 

necessary 2D-registrations from 18522 which would have been necessary to cover the 

full parameter space, to approximately 1200.

2.7.2 2D-translations

The AP and LR view EPID images were registered separately with their 

corresponding MDRR images to determine their 2D translations. As mentioned above 

(chapter “2.2. Hard- and Software”), 2D registration between one EPID and one MDRR 

image was performed with code written in ansi-C by Thevenaz et al.1. The code 

attempts to transform a test image J  into a reference image I  by applying a 

transformation T(J). In our case, the code was capable of performing a 3D linear 

conformal transformation (rotations, translations and scaling). Since our registration 

task involves only two-dimensional images and at this stage no rotations, the code was 

restricted to find only translation in two dimensions. The transformation T is therefore 

parameterized only by the distances tx and ty of those translations: T(J) = T(J;tx,ty).

The code then attempts to minimize the cost function CF -  CF(I,T(J;tx,ty)) between

image I  and the transformed image J  by varying the values for tx and ty. This search

through the space of possible values for tx and ty is done iteratively by the Levenberg-
12Marquardt (LM) method, which is improved gradient search strategy. Applying the 

transformation T to image J  involves interpolations of pixel values if translations other 

than multiples of the pixel size are to be considered. The code uses a cubic (spline) 

interpolation for this purpose. Lastly, to increase registration speed and robustness, 

registration is performed in a coarse-to-fine manner: the images are initially re-sampled 

at 1/8 of their native resolution and registered; the registration result is then used as start 

value for registration at 1/4 of the native resolution; this process is repeated at 1/2 and 

finally at the full native resolution.
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The cost function used natively by the LM method is CFMS . The code was

expanded by adding routines for the calculation of CFcc and CFm . Finally, the code

was compiled, linked and the executable tied to our registration framework. Various 

initialization parameters were read from a custom-formatted text file and run-time 

parameters (image names, locations, sizes and cost functions) were passed to the 

executable via the DOS command calling it from the Matlab framework. The 

registration results (translations tx, ty as well as the value of the cost function) were 

passed back into the Matlab framework, again via the DOS interface. Registration of 

one image pair of 200 x 200 pixels takes approximately one second.

2.7.3 3D-translations

The value for translation along the LR axis was obtained from the 2D 

registration of the AP view MDRR and EPID images. Translations along the AP axis 

resulted from the LR view registration. Translations along the SI axis were obtained 

from both, the LR and AP view registration. The mean of those two values for the SI 

translation, which deviated by less than 0.25 mm (1SD) from each other, is reported by 

the routine (see Figure 2.14).

Translation
results: 

LR: -1.12 cm
- S I :  -1 .57cm

*S I:  -1.56 cm

- SI: -1.54 cm 
AP: -2.07 cm

Figure 2.14 The 2D registration is performed separately for LR and AP view images. The AP view  

registers translations in S-I and L-R direction, whereas the LR view is sensitive to translations in S-I and 

A-P directions. The S-I translation is the overage o f the two results obtained from each o f the two views.
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2.8. Registering 3D Rotations

Since each MDRR corresponds to a certain patient orientation (rotation vector 

0), the best matching MDRRs determined above (section “2.7. Registering 3D 

Translations”) provide both the patient’s translations and rotation angles 0 . The average 

of the MDRR angles for the (separately registered) AP and LR view were reported by 

the algorithm described by Sirois et a/.13; their strategy for finding the 3D rotations is 

designated here as “Fro/n translations’’’’ for later reference. In this thesis, additional 

steps purely dedicated to determine more accurate rotation angles are introduced: first 

the raw EPID images are shifted by the translation values found above, thus aligning the 

beam isocenter in the EPID image with that in the planning CT data set. Then the raw 

EPID images are again pre-processed and finally the AP and LR view EPID images are 

simultaneously registered with the MDRR image pairs in the data base. This registration 

involves simply the computation of the cost function between the EPID image pair and 

the MDRR image pairs, again employing the interval shrinking strategy to search the 

MDRR data base as described in section “2.7. Registering 3D Translations”. The 

patient’s rotations could now be determined by simply reporting the rotations 0  

corresponding to the best-matching (smallest cost function value) MDRR image pair; 

this strategy will be referred to as “MDRR angle”.

Since any extremum can be approximated by a Taylor expansion to the second 

(quadratic) order, it was hypothesized that fitting a thee-dimensional parabola to the 

values of the cost function in an interval around this minimum would provide more 

accurate registration results. The second order Taylor expansion in three dimensions has 

the general form:

CF = a +

f  U \ T I A  \
■ fi.AP

$SI 
\ 0 L R  J\ b : J

1

\_
2

I A   ̂
YAP

T
' c n c l2 Co"

( a  \  
YAP

0 S ! C2l C22 C23 0 s ,

\ 0 L R  , ^C31 c 32 C33 j y ^ L R  ,

= a + b T§ + (j>T C(/>

(2 .6)

where T denotes the transpose operation and the constants a , b and C are determined
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by a numerical least square fit to the measured cost function values around the 

minimum. The matrix C contains the second derivatives of our Taylor expansion; it is 

the Hessian Matrix of the parabola. Setting the first derivative of Equation 2.6 equal to 

zero (0=  b T + C(f>mm ) yields the parabola’s minimum. It is calculated by numerically 

determining the inverse C~x of C, so that

To interpolate the parameter space with a parabolic fit, first the values of the cost 

function for MDRR pairs representing angles around that minimum (found by the 

“MDRR angle” strategy) were calculated with the help of a cost function. The MDRR 

angles usually lay in an interval of ±1° around the minimum in each axis of rotation, but 

larger intervals were used for coarser sampling of the parameter space. The parabola 

was then fit to those cost function values (Figure 2.15). The coordinates of the 

minimum of this parabola are the 3D rotation values reported by the method. This last 

strategy will be called “Parabolic f i r  when referred to in the next chapter were results 

will be presented.

Figure 2.15 Two-dimensional cross section o f the angle parameter space. Left the full parameter space, 

right the values around the minimum, to which a parabola is fitted. For display purposes, the parabola has 

been elevated along the vertical axis above the surface o f the cost function.

L a = - c - ' - b (2.7)

LR(deg)
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As with any registration method, the possibility that the algorithm does not 

converge has to be considered. The following criteria were used to reject a registration 

result:

• One or more of the rotation angles found lies outside the pre-defined 

angle interval (±5° for the purposes of this thesis)

• One or more eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of the parabola, the 

matrix C in Equation 2.6, are negative, which would indicate a saddle

shaped extremum or a maximum.

2.9. Coupling of Rotations and Translations

The method discussed in this work registers translation and rotation 

independently of each other. However this independence strictly exists only for non- 

divergent (parallel) beams. When using the diverging beams of a linear accelerator, 

rotations and translations are coupled translations because projection images of a 3- 

dimensional object change not only when the object is rotated, but also when the object 

is translated relative to the beam source. First, the coupling of rotations to translations is 

discussed and the reverse case (coupling of translations to rotations) will be discussed at 

the end of this section. For the dependence of registration results for rotations on the 

translations present in the phantom or patient, the following two cases can be 

distinguished, both of which have been tested in this thesis.

• Translations parallel to the beam axis (orthogonal to the imaging

plane): This type of translation will cause magnification changes in the 

imaging plane, but details in the object will not change their relative 

position. A minimal, if any measurable, dependence of the registration 

results for rotations on the amount of translation is expected.

• Translations orthogonal to the beam axis (parallel to the imaging

plane): In this case, details at different depths within the object, when

they are projected onto the imaging plane (EPID), will change their 

relative positions. Some dependence of registration results for rotations
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on the amount translation is expected. A projection image of a 3- 

dimensional object that has been translated by a small amount can 

appear similar to a projection image obtained by a small rotation of the 

object about an axis orthogonal to the direction of translation. The 

registration algorithm then ‘perceives’ a pseudo rotation when no actual 

rotation has occurred, leading to incorrect registration results.

The magnitude of the coupling of rotations to translation described in the 

second bullet above is calculated as follows: Figure 2.16 illustrates how two details A 

and B, located at different depths within a square object (separated by a vertical 

distance h) change their relative position in the imaging plane when the object is either 

translated or rotated.

SOD

SID

I ' - i -

SOD

SID

SOD

SID

Figure 2.16 Geometry illustrating how the translation o f an object (b) can appear similar to a rotation (c). 

Originally, both details A and B within the square object are aligned such that they over lap in the 

imaging plane. The details are separated in the case o f  both, translation (b) and rotation (c). SID = 

Source-to-Image-Distance, SOD = Source-to-Object-Distance

Originally, both details are positioned on the beam axis so that their projection 

images overlap in the imaging plane (Figure 2.16a). After the object is translated by a 

distance d, detail A moves a distance d ■ SID/SOD in the imaging plane and object B 

moves the distance d ■ SID/(SOD -  h) (Figure 2.16b). The projections of both details in 

the imaging plane are now separated by the distance
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SID SID
SOD -  h SOD

(2 .8)

If the object is rotated around detail A by an angle (p (Figure 2.16c), detail B also 

separates from detail A in the imaging plane, this time by a distance:

A„ = d -
SID

S O D - h
- -  h-sincp-

SID
SOD — hcoscp

SID
h-sirup-------------. (2.9)

S O D -h

Equating Ar and A, yields a relationship between the (apparent) rotation angle <p that 

results from a translation by a distance d:

A,.=A( <=> h-sirup' SID
S O D - h  

r SID

= d
SID SID

S O D - h  SOD

d
smc? = — ■ 

h

S ID '
S O D - h  SOD

SID
d (  S O D - h '
h SOD

d
; (2.io)

SOD
S O D - h

so that:

cp = sin d
SOD

(2 .11)

This result is independent of the distance h between the two details A and B and of the 

source-to-image distance SID. Figure 2.17 shows the apparent rotation angle as a 

function of displacement (translation) d for various values of SOD.

We also have to consider that the object is viewed in two orthogonal directions 

(AP and LR) with our method. While a translation along one axis, say, the LR axis, 

appears as rotation for the AP view, the LR view image is hardly changed, except for a 

very small change in magnification. If the image was registered solely on the basis of 

the AP view EPID image, the AP MDRR image best matching the translated image 

would be the one representing a rotation by an angle (p given by Equation 2.11. When 

we now also consider the LR view MDRR image corresponding to the angle <p (which is 

linked to the AP view image in our MDRR data base), we would find that it doesn’t 

match well with the almost unchanged (apart from very small magnification changes)
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LR view EPID image. The lowest cost function value will therefore be achieved with an 

MDRR image pair that represents a rotation angle between zero and (p as a compromise 

between the apparently rotated (AP view) and un-rotated (LR view) image pairs. To 

account for this effect, we include a factor 0.5 in Equation 2.11:

<P 0.5 • sin -i
SOD

(2 .12)

We will compare our experimental result with this equation.

2.5

U) 2 <U c 
T3

2  1.5
co
ra
oat

SOD:
----- 60 cm
— 70 cm

80 cm
------- 90 cm
----- 100 cm
— 110 cm

120 cm
------- 130 cm

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Translation (cm)

Figure 2. 17 Pseudo rotation angles as a function o f the translation o f an object, plotted for different SOD 

values according to Equation 2.11.

As can be seen in figure 2.16c, the rotation axis is orthogonal to both, the 

direction of translation and the beam (projection) axis. The registration method utilizes 

two orthogonal views onto the patient (AP and LR view), in which translations are 

visible. Table 2.1 summarizes which view ‘sees’ what translation along any of the three 

principal axes. It also lists the axis around which a pseudo rotation occurs as a result of 

the translation.

After the investigation of the dependence of rotations on translations, the 

reverse question could be asked: how far do registration results for translations depend 

on rotations? An orthogonal EPID image pair acquired of a rotated but not translated
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phantom (or patient) shall be considered. The first step of our 3D registration consists of 

registering the 3D translations (see section “2.7. Registering 3D Translations”). In this 

step, the EPID image pair is compared with a number of MDRR image pairs, each 

representing a given rotation. The MDRR image pair whose rotation best matches the 

one captured in the EPID images will be the one yielding the lowest cost function value. 

This pair will therefore be used for the registration of the 3D translations, but it will not 

introduce an offset to the translational registration result because all MDRR images are 

generated without translations relative to the isocenter (they solely represent rotations 

about the isocenter). The strategy “From translations” (see section “2.8. Registering 3D 

Rotations”) makes use of this fact and uses it to determine 3D rotations. We therefore 

expect not to detect an influence of rotations on translations. The dependence of 

translations on rotations will also be tested in this thesis by registering cases of a rotated 

by not translated phantom.

Table 2.1 Translations along any o f the three orthogonal axes appear as rotations about axes orthogonal to 

the beam (projection) axis and to the direction o f translation. Because orthogonal images are acquired 

(one in AP and one in LR view), translations in SI direction are shown in both, the AP and LR view  

image.

Translation along 
this axis

Are ‘seen’ 
in this view

Appear as pseudo rotations 
about this axis

AP LR SI

Q T LR AP
o l AP LR
LR AP SI

2.10. Testing the Method

To test the algorithm, CT images of the humanoid Pixy phantom were 

obtained. The isocenter position was chosen inside the torso of the phantom between the 

hip and arm joints, because controlling the exact positioning of the phantoms moveable 

arms and legs is cumbersome. Positioning errors of the arms or legs would introduce 

unintended image dissimilarities if they were visible within the FOV. The CT data set
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was imported into the Pinnacle3 ® treatment planning system, where the MDRRs were 

created as described above in section “2.3. Generation of the MDRR Data Base”.

The phantom was carefully positioned on the treatment couch by means of 

lasers and fiducial markers (1.5 mm ball bearings, Beekley Corp., Bristol, CT) to 

replicate its position from the CT couch (see also section “2.4. Acquisition of the EPID 

Image Pairs”). Once the phantom was positioned on the treatment couch, a set of 

baseline AP and LR view EPID image was collected to establish the initial (baseline) 

setup position (translations and rotations) of the phantom relative to the CT dataset. To 

remove any offset caused by slight inconsistency of the phantom position during the CT 

scan and on the treatment couch, the result of the baseline registration was subtracted 

from the results of the deliberately translated and rotated cases. The resulting net 

translations and rotations are free of small setup errors of the phantom on the treatment 

couch and purely reflect the algorithm’s ability to find the purposely introduced setup 

variations. Typically, one or two monitor units (MU) are used clinically to obtain a 

patient EPID image. To evaluate the potential clinical utility of this method, all EPID 

images of the humanoid phantom were acquired using 1 MU (2 MU for the pair) at a 

dose rate of 300 MU/min.

The method is tested by first measuring its accuracy independently for 

rotations and translations. These tests are complemented by investigations of the 

dependence of rotations on translations and vice versa. Lastly, the method’s ability to 

register combined random translations and rotations is investigated.

2.10.1 Translations

Registration of 3D translation was tested by subjecting the Pixy phantom to 20 

random translations within an interval of ±20 mm (the setup values). The size of those 

translations was determined by generating three sets of 20 random numbers, uniformly 

distributed within an interval of ±20 mm. Each of the 20 triplets of numbers represents a 

translation in mm along the AP, SI and LR axis, respectively. The phantom was placed 

on the treatment couch and the combined translations in AP, SI and LR direction 

realized by moving the couch in vertical, longitudinal and lateral direction respectively. 

In each position, a pair of orthogonal EPID images was acquired.
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2
The EPID and corresponding MDRR images were then cropped to 10 x 10 cm 

FOV, pre-processed, registered and the results (found values) for translations compared 

with the known setup values. Tests were carried out to compare extended image pre

processing with only histogram alignment (basic pre-processing) for each of the three 

cost functions.

The above approach utilizes couch translations to change the phantom position. 

This means that the accuracy achieved by our registration method also contains the 

accuracy of couch translations, which are not known exactly. Furthermore, couch 

position is displayed to the operator of the linac only in 1 mm increments. This means 

that the couch position for the un-translated phantom (“zero position”) is known only 

with an accuracy of 1 mm. Since translations were realized by adding the translation 

distance to the “zero position” value, a systematic shift of up to 1 mm for setup 

translations is possible.

In an attempt to remove couch positioning errors from the registration results, 

the following test was carried out: First, a pair of orthogonal EPID images of the un

translated phantom was acquired. Then, the translation of these EPID images was 

simulated by cropping them to a 10 x 10 cm2 FOV, which was not centered on the beam 

axis (i.e. it was translated). The size of those translations was again determined by 

generating three sets of random numbers, this time 200 for each axis, which were 

uniformly distributed in an interval of ±15 mm. The AP view EPID image ‘sees’ 

phantom translations in SI and LR direction (see also Table 2.1); the second and third 

number of each triplet are therefore used to translate the AP view EPID image. Since 

the LR view image ‘sees’ translations in SI and AP direction, the first and second 

number in the same triplet are used to translate the LR view image. The images then 

were again pre-processed and registration accuracy determined for the three axes and 

cost functions.

2.10.2 Rotations

The ability of the algorithm to find patient rotations was tested by generating 

three sets of 20 random numbers, each uniformly distributed within an interval of [-4°, 

±4°]. Each of the 20 triplets of random numbers represents a combination of rotations
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(in degrees) of the phantom about the AP, SI and LR axes (rotation vector 0 = ( 0a p , 

@ s i  , 0l r ) ) -  A pair of orthogonal EPID images (AP and LR view) was acquired for each 

of them by transforming the patient rotation vector into the equivalent couch, gantry and 

collimator angles of the linac as derived in Appendix A. 1. The algorithm was then used 

to register (find) those known setup angles. It was judged by the differences between 

the registered (found) and the setup angles. Accuracy (mean differences between 

registered and setup angles) and precision (standard deviation of those differences) were 

calculated. The maximum deviation form the mean is also reported to keep track of 

“worst case” results.

As in any image registration task, the results are influenced by a large number 

of factors. For this application, these include: CT image acquisition parameters (pixel 

resolution, slice thickness, pitch and technique factors), MDRR creation parameters 

(pixel interpolation, pixel resolution and pseudo mega voltage x-ray spectrum) and 

EPID image acquisition parameters (pixel resolution, frame averaging, bias voltage and 

acquisition mode, megavoltage beam energy, magnification and MUs). Also important 

are the image pre-processing steps before registration and the image resolution and 

FOV used during registration. In the method presented here, the angle interval used for 

creating the MDRR database (i.e. the density with which the parameter space of rotation 

angle is sampled) is also crucial. Of those factors, the following were selected to be 

tested for their influence on the performance of the registration algorithm:

• Image pre-processing: The effect of extended image pre-processing 

was tested by comparing it to results obtained without the additional 

steps (basic image pre-processing).

• Parabolic fit: Results with and without applying a parabolic fit around 

the absolute minimum of the cost function were compared.

• MDRR angular spacing: A larger than the default angular spacing of 

0.5° would decrease the number of MDRR images, reducing storage 

and computing requirements. Therefore the effect of coarser angular 

spacing on the performance of the registration algorithm was 

investigated by using an angular spacing of 1.0° and 2.5°. This was
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done by terminating the search of the parameter MDRR data base as 

described in section “2.7.1. Searching the MDRR data base” after the 

step using 1.0° and 2.5° angular spacing respectively.

• Field-of-view (FOV): A large FOV generally increases the information 

available for registration, but also raises radiation energy deposited in 

the patient during EPID image acquisition and results in larger images 

requiring more memory and computing resources. To test the 

dependence of the registration results on the FOV, images were 

cropped to four different square field sizes of 5, 7, 10 and 14 cm while 

keeping all other registration parameters the same. These field sizes 

were chosen such that the number of pixels in a larger field EPID 

image were nearly doubled compared to the immediately preceding 

field size.

• Pixel size: The native pixel size of EPID images and the pixel size of 

the MDRR images are generally unequal. The images were therefore 

re-sampled to identical pixel size for registration purposes. To test the 

influence of the pixel size on the algorithm, the 10 x 10 cm2 FOV was 

re-sampled to 70 x 70, 100 x 100, 140 x 140 and 200 x 200 pixel 

matrices, again approximately doubling the number of pixels in each 

step.

• Cost function: The tests mentioned above were each carried out three 

times, each time using a different cost function.

Values for rotation angles are displayed to the operator of the linac in 0.1° 

increments. This means that the setup values for rotation angles can potentially display 

an offset of up to this value, as was the case for translations (where the offset could be 

up to 1 mm).

2.10.3 Coupling of Rotations and Translations

Recalling the flow chart (Figure 2.1), the algorithm registers translations prior 

to rotations. After the translations have been registered, the EPID images need to be
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back-translated by the found translation values in order to align them with the isocenter 

of the MDRR images. Because the EPID images have been acquired with a diverging 

beam, however, they still don’t appear like an un-rotated image; rather, there is potential 

for the algorithm to confuse them as images depicting a rotation (pseudo rotation), as 

discussed in section “2.9. Coupling of Rotations and Translations”. It is important to 

know if and how significantly the fact that a translation occurred will influence the 

subsequent registration of rotations.

To test how far the registration results for rotations depend on translations, the 

phantom was translated along the AP, SI and LR axes separately by 5, 10, 20, and 30 

mm, but not rotated. Each time, orthogonal EPID images were acquired at gantry angle 

0° and 90° and were then registered with the algorithm. Baseline results of the un

translated (and un-rotated) phantom were also acquired and subtracted from the results 

for the deliberately translated case. The resulting registration values for translations 

reflect purely the ability of the algorithm to find the setup values (the translations). The 

registration results for rotations (the found rotation angles, which should ideally be 

zero) assess to which extent the algorithm registers pseudo rotations due to translations.

Tests were also carried out to determine whether the algorithm assigns pseudo 

translations in the case that the phantom is not translated but rotated. The answer to this 

question is obtained by deliberately rotating the phantom separately about the AP, SI 

and LR axes. The rotation angles used for each axis were 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0° and 4.0°. Since 

the phantom was not translated in each of these tests, the expected translation values 

were zero within the accuracy determined in section “2.10.1 Translations”. A systematic 

dependence of registration results for translations on the setup rotation angles would 

indicate a coupling of translations to rotations.

2.10.4 Combined Translations and Rotations

In clinical practice rotations and translations do not occur separately; rather a 

patient’s pose is a combination of translations along and rotations about each axis. The 

method’s ability to register combined translations and rotations was tested by 

introducing 20 random setup translations along each axis. As before (section “2.10.1 

Translations”), translations were implemented by moving the treatment couch in
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longitudinal, lateral or vertical direction. Each translational setup was then combined 

with random rotations in the interval of ±4° about each axis, implemented as described 

in section “2.10.2 Rotations”. The orthogonal EPID images acquired for each pose were 

registered and the registration results compared with the setup values.

In order to evaluate the influence of pseudo rotations on the registration 

algorithm, this test was repeated twice: The first time for setup translations randomly 

distributed in the interval of ±15 mm and a second time for the decreased interval span 

of ±7 mm. Setup values for rotations were identical in both cases.
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Chapter 3 

Image Registration: Results and Discussion

3.1. Evaluation Overview

To evaluate the image registration algorithm, a set of known setup values is 

compared with the corresponding set of values found by the registration method, also 

called registered or measured values. This comparison is accomplished by calculating 

the difference between the registered and setup values for each member of the test set. 

The mean, standard deviation and maximum deviation are calculated from the resulting 

distribution of differences within the test set. These measures characterize the 

distribution and allow comparison of results obtained in different tests, for example 

when changing registration parameters such as image pre-processing steps or cost 

functions. To gain further insight into the data, the results for the rotation about or 

translation along each of the three different axes (AP, SI and LR) are shown separately 

unless stated otherwise. Figure 3.1 illustrates this process of data evaluation for the 

example of registering rotations and comparing them with the corresponding setup 

values.
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Figure 3.1 Flow chart illustrating how the performance of the registration method is evaluated by 

comparing registered (found) with setup values, and characterizing the distribution o f differences by then- 

average, standard deviation and maximum deviation, corresponding to the dots, bars and whiskers 

respectively in the bottom chart.
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3.2. Translations

Figure 3.2 shows in an array of charts the evaluation of the distribution of 

differences between the found and the setup values for translations along each axis, 

grouped by cost function (columns) and the type of image pre-processing (rows).

Translations Mean Squares Cross Correlation Mutual Information

BASIC Image pre
processing: 
Histogram alignment

EXTENDED Image 
pre-processing: 
Unsharp masking + 
Histogram matching + 
Histogram alignment

2  -0.4

2  -0A

AP SI LR

0.6 j

0 .4  -

0.2 

0.0 

■0.2  - 

-0.4 -

Figure 3.2 Registration results for translations, investigating the effect o f  using different cost functions 

and image pre-processing. The charts are evaluating the difference between the translation value found by 

the algorithm and the random setup values along the AP, LR and SI axes. The average, standard and 

maximum deviations o f the differences are shown as dots, thick error bars and thin error bars 

respectively.

The use of extended image pre-processing significantly reduced the standard 

deviation and spread of the distributions. This was observed for all cost functions and 

axes. Extended image pre-processing also causes the average values to lie closer to zero 

than basic image pre-processing. Differences between the three cost functions for any 

given axis were negligible (less than 0 . 0 2  mm for average, standard, and maximum 

deviations for any axis). The first three columns of Table 1 (“Translations of phantom”) 

summarize the results obtained for extended image pre-processing for each axis, while 

averaging over all cost functions. Registration errors were <1.0 mm and registration
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precision was better than or equal to 0.5 mm (1 SD). It can be noticed, that the standard 

deviation for the SI translations are smaller than for translations along the AP and LR 

axes. This is explained by the fact that translations in SI direction are determined twice, 

namely as the average of values obtained by registering the images in AP-view and the 

images in LR-view. This additional information available for registration when 

determining SI translations leads to a slightly more precise result.

Table 3.1 Registering known random translations: Values describe the distribution of differences between 

setup and found (registered) translations (mm). They are the averages o f values obtained for registrations 

using each o f the three cost functions.

Translations of phantom Simulated translations
AP SI LR AP SI LR

Average (mm) 0 .2 -0 .1 -0 .1 0 .1 0 .0  0 .0

Std. dev. (mm) 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0 .1  0 .1

Max. dev. (mm) 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 0.4 0.4 0.5

As has been noted in chapter “2.10.1 Translations”, the results obtained when 

translating the phantom with the help of the treatment couch represent the upper limit 

for the registration accuracy because they also contain the couch positioning errors. 

Tests carried out with simulated translations excluded the couch positioning error. They 

resulted in the values listed in the three rightmost columns of Table 1 (“Simulated 

translations”). Like for actual phantom translations, values obtained for the different 

cost function were very close and are therefore averaged in Table 1. The values 

obtained for the standard deviation of simulated translations improve by between 0 . 2  

mm (AP axis) and 0.4 mm (LR axis) compared to actual translations of the phantom; 

values for maximum deviation are at least halved. The simulated translations of the 

EPID images however neglect image dissimilarities that are introduced to images of 

physically translated objects in diverging beam geometry (see Figure 2.16.b). The 

registration results for simulated translations therefore likely overestimate the accuracy 

achieved by the registration method. Thus the true value for the registration accuracy 

lies between the values listed in Table 1: the standard deviation for any axis is greater 

than 0.3 and less than 0.5 mm; the maximum deviation lies between 0.5 and 1.0 mm.
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3.3. Rotations

The influence of image pre-processing and cost function on the ability of the 

method to register rotations is investigated first. In an array of charts, Figure 3.3 shows 

the parameters for the distribution of differences between the angles found by the 

algorithm and the setup angles. Each column of charts displays the results for a different 

cost function for the three axes. Each row of charts displays the results for different 

image pre-processing steps applied before registration.

Rotations Moan Squares Cross Correlation Mutual Information

BASIC image pre
processing: 
Histogram alignment

Intermediate step: 
Unsharp masking + 
Histogram alignment

EXTENDED image 
pre-processing: 
Unsharp masking-** 
Histogram matching + 
Histogram alignment
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Figure 3.3 Effect o f image pre-processing and cost function on registration o f rotation angles about each 

axis. Evaluated are the difference between the angles found by the registration routine and the random, 

known setup value. Shown is the average value (dots), standard deviation (thick bar) and min and max 

values (thin bars). Averages close to zero and small bars indicate accurate and precise registration.
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The additional image pre-processing steps led to a significant reduction of 

standard deviation and spread of the results. Compared to the mean squares cost 

function, cross correlation and mutual information showed smaller standard deviation 

and closer-to-zero averages, especially for the LR axis or when histogram matching was 

not performed. Rotations about the SI axis consistently display a broader distribution 

than rotations about the LR and AP axes. This is likely due to the fact that the rotations 

about the SI axis do not possess an in-plane component with either the AP or LR view 

image. The cost function minimum in the parameter space may be less sharp, which 

would lead to a somewhat less consistent registration result, indicated by a larger 

standard deviation. The results for the bottom row of charts in Figure 3.3 are 

summarized in Table 3.2. Mutual information results in the lowest values for standard 

and maximum deviations for rotations about the AP and LR axes, whereas cross 

correlation performs best for rotations about the SI axis. In all cases, the standard 

deviation is less than half the angle interval used to sample the parameter space (0.5°). 

This is even the case for maximum deviation in the case of cross correlation and mutual 

information for the AP and LR axes.

Table 3.2 Registering known random rotations: Values represent the differences between angles found by 

the registration routine and known setup angles (deg). Values are for extended image pre-processing 

(bottom row o f charts in Figure 3.3).

scluare^ Cross correlation Mutual Informationdifference
AP SI LR AP SI LR AP SI LR

Average (deg) 0.13 -0 .0 1 -0.05 0 .0 2 0 .0 2 -0.04 0.05 -0 .0 1 -0.06
Std. dev. (deg) 0.15 0 .2 0 0 .1 1 0 .1 2 0.18 0 .1 1 0.09 0.18 0.08

Max. dev. (deg) 0.34 0.42 0 .2 1 0 .2 1 0.34 0 .2 0 0.16 0.38 0.18

The standard deviations in Table 3.2 come close to the positioning accuracy of 

the linac itself (better than 0 .1  ° for gantry and collimator rotations, better than 0 .2 ° for 

couch rotation), which means that the observed values could be caused partly by the 

linac when the EPID images were acquired -  especially for rotations around the AP and 

LR axes in the case of mutual information, where the standard deviation was less than
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0.1°. As such, the standard deviations in Table 3.2 represent upper limits for the 

accuracy of the method.

The values found by the registration algorithm, using extended imaged pre

processing and mutual information, are plotted in Figure 3.4 against the setup values. 

As was mentioned in chapter 2 “Image Registration: Materials and Methods”, the setup 

angles ranged from -4° and +4°. Ideally, a straight-line fit to the data points would have 

a slope of unity. The deviations from a slope of 1 for the AP, SI and LR axes were 

1.0%, 5.9% and 0.8% respectively. The intercept with the ordinate is less than 0.06° for 

each axis and smaller than any standard deviation measured (see Table 3.2). All 

registrations converged, i.e. all angles were found within the interval [-5°, +5°] and all 

of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix (matrix C in Equation 2.6) were positive, 

indicating that the parabola indeed contains a minimum.
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Figure 3.4 Angles found by the registration routine (measured angle) vs. the known setup angles by 

which the phantom was rotated. Shown are results for each o f the three axes (AP, SI, LR) for the cost 

function based on mutual information. The data has been fitted with a straight line.

The advantage of applying the parabolic fit strategy becomes more apparent 

when the angular interval between successive MDRRs in the data base is increased (i.e. 

the parameter space is sampled coarser): angular intervals of 0.5°, 1° and 2.5° were 

tested. Figure 3.5 compares registration results for three different strategies of finding 

rotation angles: “Parabolic fit”, “MDRR angles” and “From translations” (see Chapter 

“2.8. Registering 3D Rotations”).
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All strategies performed similarly for the average value (left chart in Figure 

3.5), but when the parabolic fit is applied the values varied much less for different axes 

and cost function, as indicated by the smaller ‘error bar’. The middle chart shows that 

the standard deviation of misregistration increases for all strategies with increased 

MDRR angle spacing, but does so much slower when applying the parabolic fit. A 

similar behavior is observed for the maximum deviation (right chart), where the 

parabolic fit strategy did not rise until the angular interval was increased beyond 1 °.

— MDRR angle 

— Parabolic frt

From Translations
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0.6
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£ 040.0
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■—MDRR angle 
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0.2 ■—MDRR angle 

“ Parabolic frt 
From Translations

0.2

3

MDRR interval spacing (degrees) MDRR interval spacing (degrees) MDRR interval spacing (degrees)

Figure 3.5 Dependence o f  registration results on angular interval o f  MDRR data base: Charts evaluate the 

difference between the setup and found angles o f the phantom using three different strategies: “MDRR 

angle”, “Parabolic fit” and “From translations” (each graph’s x-axis has been offset slightly to avoid 

overlap o f the data). The left chart shows the average difference, which should be zero for ideal 

registration. To avoid clutter, values have been averaged for the different cost functions, as well as axes; 

the ‘error bars’ depict the range o f those values. The middle chart shows the standard deviation o f the 

angle difference. The ‘error bars’ again indicate the range o f values for the different axes and cost 

functions. The chart on the right shows the maximum deviation o f the angle difference from its average 

value (for all three cost functions and all three axes); it depicts a ‘worst case’ scenario.

Figure 3.6 shows the frequency distribution of the amount of misregistration 

observed for each strategy at an angular spacing of 2.5°. While the histogram is peaked 

around zero for the parabolic fit strategy, it shows approximately a uniform distribution 

in the interval [-1.25°, +1.25°] for the “MDRR angle” case. The standard deviation for a 

uniform random distribution is 0.72° (the calculation is performed in Appendix A.2). 

This value is in very good agreement with the value of 0.71° observed for the “MDRR 

angle” case”. It confirms the intuitive notion that using a MDRR grid with 2.5° angular
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spacing, the registration errors for random rotations should be evenly distributed in that 

2.5° interval.

0M D RR angle 

13 From transl. 

□  Parabolic fit

§- 20

- 1.5 - 1.0  - 0.5  0.0  0.5  1.0  1.5
angle found-setup (deg)

Figure 3.6 Histogram showing the distribution o f misregistration (difference between the angle values 

found and the setup value) for the three different search strategies at an MDRR interval spacing o f  2.5°, 

for all three axes.

In contrast, the “parabolic fit” strategy yielded a standard deviation of only 

0.24° when using angular spacing of 2.5° in the MDRR data base, better even than the 

values obtained for the narrower angular spacing of 1° from the “MDRR angle” or 

“From translations” strategies (0.28° and 0.37° respectively). Thus, for a given 

precision, computing and storage requirements can be significantly reduced by 

employing the parabolic fit. If the angular interval was to be increased from 0.5° to 1°, 

the data base would shrink by a factor (21/11) 3 ~ 7; similarly, increasing it to 2.5 

degrees would decrease MDRR computing time and storage requirements by a factor of 

~ 74. Table 3 summarizes these values. It includes the computing times observed and 

the registration accuracy (largest standard deviation observed, using mutual 

information).

Clinical implementation of this registration method would be determined by 

the resources required. Several approaches to reduce the number of necessary MDRRs 

and to speed up their creation have been published. Sarrut et al. 1 suggest decomposing 

the rotation into an in-plane and out-of-plane component. The in-plane component 

could be approximated by a 2D rotation of the AP or LR view MDRR, which is not
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computer-intensive. Only MDRRs for the out-of-plane rotations would then have to be 

pre-calculated and stored; or they could possibly, since their number is greatly reduced, 

be calculated in real-time, which would also allow the use of a gradient strategy to 

search the angle parameter space instead of using the interval shrinking strategy that 

results from being restricted to fixed points in the parameter space. Shear-warp 

factorization 2 is an algorithm approx. 7 times faster than conventional ray-tracing 3 and 

has the advantage of generating high-quality DRRs. DRR creation can be accelerated 

even more by first transforming the CT data set into frequency space 4,5. Ntasis et al. 4 

extract a specific viewing angle as the inverse Fourier transform of a slice through the 

center of the frequency space. This method is twice as fast as shear-warp; however, it 

provides only parallel beam projections. Recently, Rohlfing et al. 6 proposed a DRR 

creation method based on progressive attenuation fields, which is approx. 1 0  times 

faster than ray tracing. The influence of those algorithms on the performance of the 

registration method described here would need to be investigated in future work.

Table 3.3 Registration performance as a function o f MDRR angular interval for the “Parabolic fit” 

strategy (Windows XP workstation equipped with a 2 GHz Xeon processor and 1 GB RAM).

Time to register one patient
Angular Accuracy of MDRR data Time to create position (without image pre
interval rotations (deg) base size (MB) MDRR data base processing, image size:

________________________________________________________ 2 0 0 x2 0 0  pixels)_____
0.5° 0.06 ±0.14 2.26 GB 14hrs 18min
1.0° 0.14 ±0.20 333 MB 2 hrs 12 min
2.5° 0.13 ±0.28 31.3 MB 11 min 5 min

The influence of the field-of-view (FOV) on the registration results was 

examined by cropping the images to sizes between 5 x 5  cm2 and 14 x 14 cm2 while 

leaving the pixel size unchanged at 0.5 x 0.5 mm2 as depicted in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.8 

shows the results for the different cost functions. The best results were obtained for a 10 

x 10 cm2 FOV. For smaller images, the decrease of image information rendered the 

registration process less reliable. Larger image sizes also showed an increase in 

standard and maximum deviation from the average value. Mutual information displayed 

the smallest standard deviation for each FOV and the slowest rise for larger FOV.
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14x14 cm

Figure 3.7 Different FOV tested with the routine. Their sizes varied from 5x5 cm2 to 14x14 cm2. Shown 

are the AP (left) and LR (right) view EPID images o f the humanoid phantom after pre-processing.
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Figure 3.8 Dependence o f registration results on the size o f the FOV: Charts evaluate the angle difference 

between the setup and found angles o f  the phantom. To reduce clutter in the chart, values have been 

averaged for the three different axes; the ‘error bars’ depict the range o f these values.

While the FOV remained constant at a size of 10 x 10 cm2, the images were re

sampled to four different pixels sizes; the resulting image thus consisted of 70 x 70, 100 

x 1 0 0 , 140 x 140 or 2 0 0  x 2 0 0  pixels in order to test the influence of pixel size on the 

registration method. Figure 3.9 shows the registration results for those configurations. 

Again, mutual information resulted in the smallest standard and maximum deviation 

and its average differences were also closest to zero. All three cost functions showed an 

increase in standard deviation when fewer pixels were used to represent the image. 

However, using more than 20,000 pixels, corresponding to a re-sampled pixel size of 

0.714 mm, did not improve the registration. This pixel size of 0.714 mm in the object 

plane at 100 cm SAD is magnified to 1.04 mm at the imaging plane since the EPID
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imager was located 145 cm from the source. The next smallest pixel size tested was 0.5 

mm, which is magnified to 0.725 mm at the imaging plane. The physical pixel size of 

the EPID imager (0.784 mm) lies between those two values; the EPID’s actual spatial 

resolution is further degraded by its own blur kernel and scatter. Not surprisingly, 

lowering the sample pixel size below the EPID’s spatial resolution did not add to the 

information content of the image and therefore did not improve registration. However, 

the re-sampled pixel size of 0.714 mm is less than half the MDRR pixel size of 1.56 

mm.
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Figure 3.9 Dependence o f registration results on the number o f pixels in a constant 10 x 10 cm2 FOV. 

Charts evaluate the angle difference between the setup and found angles o f the phantom. To reduce 

clutter in the chart, values have been averaged for the three different axes; the ‘error bars’ depict the 

range of these values.

In summary, the following combination of parameters provides for best image 

registration and was used to analyze clinical patient data:

• MDRR angle interval: 0.5°

• Cost function: mutual information

• FOV: 10x10 cm2

• Re-sampled pixel size: 0.714 mm (140x140 pixels)

• Parabolic fit was applied

• Extended image pre-processing (unsharp masking, histogram matching 

and histogram alignment)
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3.4. Coupling of Rotations and Translations

First, the dependence of registration results for rotations on setup translations 

was investigated. The phantom was deliberately translated up to 30 mm and the EPID 

image pairs of the translated phantom were registered. Figure 3.10 shows the registered 

rotation angles as a function of phantom translation. It can be seen that even though the 

phantom has not been rotated in these tests, the algorithm finds non-zero (pseudo) 

rotation angles and their magnitude increases with the amount of translation.
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Figure 3.10 Pseudo rotation angles found by the registration method: These occur when the object (in this 

case the humanoid phantom) is translated because the translated projection image through the object 

appears similar to an image obtained when the same object has been rotated.

As was discussed in section “2.9 Coupling of Rotations and Translations44, a 

pseudo-rotation is expected to occur as a result of translations perpendicular to the 

beam axis (axis of projection through the data set). This means, that translations along 

the AP axis are 4seen’ by the LR-view EPID images, where they appear as pseudo

rotation about the SI axis that increases with the amount of translation (see Table 2.1). 

The phenomenon is clearly visible in the left hand chart of Figure 3.10. Translations 

along the SI axis are 4seen’ by both, the AP and LR view EPID images. For the AP 

view, the Sl-translations appear as rotations about the LR axis; for the LR view, those 

same translations appear as rotations about the AP axis. This is confirmed by the data in 

the center chart of Figure 3.10, which shows a translation-dependent, apparent phantom 

rotation about the AP and LR axis. Finally, translations along the LR axis are 4seen’ by 

the AP view EPID image, where they appear as rotations about the SI axis. The onset of 

this apparent rotation can be seen in the right chart of Figure 3.10, though not as clearly
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as in the other two cases. Rotation angles for all other axes remain zero within the error 

bars, confirming the assumption discussed earlier in chapter “2.9. Coupling of Rotations 

and Translations” that the magnification changes that occur with translation parallel to 

the beam axis do not influence the registration of rotations.

A theoretical expression for the expected pseudo rotation angles as a result of 

translations was derived in Equation 2.12 in chapter “2.9. Coupling of Rotations and 

Translations”. The theoretical curves are represented in Figure 3.10 as dashed lines. 

They agree well within the error bars with the observed values for translations along the 

AP and SI axis. In the case of translations along the LR axis an apparent rotation about 

the SI axis is not as large as theoretically expected (right hand chart in Figure 3.10).

The significance of pseudo rotations for the accuracy of registering rotations 

can be estimated by calculating from Equation (2.12) the distance (translation) at which 

the pseudo rotations exceed the registration precision for rotations, which was 

determined to be less than ±0 .2 ° (one standard deviation) for any axis when using 

mutual information (see Table 3.2). Inverting Equation (2.12) then yields in the case of 

SOD = 100 cm and (p = 0.2°: d -  100 cm • sin(2 • 0.2°) = 0.70 cm. As long as a 

patient’s translational setup errors remain below this value, the registration accuracy for 

rotations should remain close to the one for the un-translated case.

Next, the dependence of registered translations on setup rotations was 

investigated by deliberately rotating the phantom and observing the effect of those 

rotations on the registered translation values. The values found for translations when the 

phantom was rotated separately about each of the three axes are shown in figure 3.11. 

Error bars in this chart were taken from the values for “Simulated translations” in Table 

3.1 because the phantom had not been translated and therefore linear couch positioning 

errors are not present in the data.

The registered value for translations agrees with the expected one of zero for 

most data points within the error bars. Large deviations from zero are observed in the 

right hand chart for translations along the LR axis. These can be explained as follows: 

in order to rotate the phantom about the LR axis and acquire EPID images in AP view, 

the treatment couch needed to be rotated by 90°; this allows the simulation of LR-
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rotations by means of setting the gantry angle to the desired LR rotation angle. 

However, if the treatment couch does not rotate exactly about the isocenter, this couch 

rotation causes an apparent shift the phantom in SI and/or LR axes when it is viewed in 

AP direction. This shift appears as translational offset of approx. 1 mm for rotations 

about the LR axis and has also been documented in monthly quality assurance tests of 

the couch. It is an artifact caused by the method used to implement known phantom 

rotations.
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Figure 3.11 Registered values for translations as a function o f  rotations about the AP, SI and LR axes 

(left, middle and right chart, respectively) for the un-translated phantom. Error bars for each axis are the 

averages o f  values obtained for phantom and electronic translations in Table 1. Each graph’s x-axis has 

been offset slightly to avoid overlap o f the data.

In Figure 3.11 the data points for each axis overlap within error bars and 

therefore show no significant trend for the dependence of registered translations on 

setup rotations.

3.5. Combined Translations and Rotations

Table 3.4 summarizes the registration results obtained for combined 

translations and rotations. The largest standard and maximum deviations for translations 

in the case of the ±7 mm translation interval are 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm respectively. These 

values agree with the ones obtained for an un-rotated phantom (Table 3.1, columns 

“Translations of phantom”). An influence of phantom rotations on registration results 

for translations therefore has not been found if the translations are sufficiently small (<7
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mm in this test). This result also agrees with the findings obtained in the previous 

section when testing the influence of setup rotations on the registration values for 

translations for an un-translated phantom (chapter “3.4. Coupling of Rotations and 

Translations”, Figure 3.11); there it was found that the presence of rotations did not 

significantly affect the registration precision for translations.

The distribution averages for translations are large in the ±7 mm case. As 

mentioned in Chapter “2.10.1 Translations”, this can be explained when considering 

that setup translations are facilitated by moving the couch relative to the un-translated 

position. The latter is known only within ±1 mm (the precision with which the couch 

position is displayed) and thus can create an offset for the distribution of differences.

Table 3.4 Registration performance for combined random translations and rotations. Random rotations 

were <4° about each axis; random translations were within a ±15 mm (top rows) and ±7 mm (bottom 

rows) interval.

Translation Translations (mm) Rotations (degrees)
interval AP SI LR AP SI LR

Average -0 .6 0.5 0.9 0 .1 1 0.23 -0.13
±7 mm Std. dev. 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.19 0.27 0.17

Max. dev. 1 .0 1 .0 0 .8 0.33 0.50 0.27
Average -0 .1 0.4 0 .1 0 .1 2 0.05 -0 .2 0

±15 mm Std. dev. 0 .6 0.7 0 .6 0.37 0.37 0.25
Max. dev. 1.5 1 .6 1.3 0.65 0.91 0.44

Increasing the interval for random setup translations from ±7 mm to ±15 mm, 

leads to an increase of both, standard and maximum deviations for translations beyond 

the values found for the un-rotated phantom in Table 3.1. This increase is therefore 

likely the consequence of the greater image dissimilarity caused by the greater 

translation, coupled with presence of setup rotations.

When the interval for translations is limited to ±7 mm, standard deviations for 

rotations are between 0.17° (LR axis), 0.19 ° (AP axis) and 0.27° (SI axis). As 

previously observed (Chapter “3.3. Rotations”), the SI axis displays the largest standard 

deviation. Its value is also larger than the standard deviation of 0.18° measured for the
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SI axis in the un-translated case (see Table 3.2, “Mutual information”); it documents the 

onset of the influence of pseudo-rotations on the registration results. This effect 

increases as the translation interval is widened to ±15 mm. It causes the standard 

deviation for the registration of rotations to increase further to 0.37° for the SI and AP 

axes and to 0.25° for the LR axis. Maximum deviations show the same trend. For 

example the values for the SI axis increase from 0.38° for the un-translated case (see 

Table 3.2, “Mutual information”) to 0.50° if translations up to ±7 mm are introduced 

and to 0.91° if  translations up to ±15 mm are present.

3.6. Summary

Registration accuracy benefits significantly from extended image pre

processing (unsharp masking, histogram matching). The choice of cost function did not 

influence the registration of translations. Rotations registered most precisely when using 

mutual information. The registration of rotations also benefited from the interpolation of 

the parameter space (parabolic fit). Highest precision for registration of three 

dimensional translations was found to be better than 0.5 mm (one standard deviation) 

for any axis when no rotations were present. Three-dimensional rotations about any axis 

were registered with a precision of better than 0.2° (1 SD) when no translations were 

present. Combined rotations and translations of up to 4.0° and 15 mm were registered 

with a precision of better than 0.4° and 0.7 mm (1 SD) respectively. This precision 

improved to 0.3° and 0.5 mm (1 SD) when translations were restricted to ±7 mm.

Setup translations influenced registered values for rotations. The values 

observed for registered apparent rotations (pseudo rotations) when the un-rotated 

phantom was translated along the AP and SI axes agree with the theoretical model. 

Setup rotations did not significantly influence registered values for translations, i.e. 

pseudo translations were not observed.
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Chapter 4 

Biological Impact: Materials and Methods

4.1. Overview

This chapter describes the application of the registration algorithm to clinical 

treatment plans and the incorporation of calculations of the biological effect of setup 

errors. The treatment plans were evaluated in retrospect, which meant that only a 

limited number of orthogonal EPID images were available because treatment protocols 

currently in use call for orthogonal imaging only once a week. Daily setup verification 

is based solely on AP view EPID images. The patient setup position was therefore only 

determined for every 5th treatment fraction in this thesis, six times over the course of the 

prostate treatments considered here. This smaller number of measurements, however, is 

only an insignificant limitation and does not limit the applicability of the method. 

Registration of patient position and the biological impact of setup errors can easily be 

performed for additional fractions as orthogonal EPID images become available.

Figure 4.1 shows a flow chart, which provides an overview of the process 

employed in this work to calculate the biological impact of setup errors, once those 

have been measured (by means of the registration method described in Chapter “2. 

Image Registration: Materials and Methods”). The original treatment yields a planned
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dose distribution, from which DVHs for the regions of interest can be derived. Those 

DYHs, in turn, serve as the basis for calculating the TCP/NTCP for the original plan. 

Patient setup errors were included in the dose calculation by first copying the original 

treatment plan within the Pinnacle 3 ® TPS. Secondly, the patient pose in the copied 

treatment plan was modified, based on the setup errors (translations and rotations) 

measured by the registration method. Once the patient pose was modified in the copied 

treatment plan, the dose distribution for that particular treatment fraction was 

calculated. This process was repeated for each fraction for which patient position had 

been measured (i.e. for which orthogonal EPID images were available) and the dose 

distributions for all fractions were added. The summed dose distribution was displayed 

in yet another copy of the original treatment plan, referred to as the “sum-plan”.

Modified Plan All measured 
fractions

Shift beam 
isocenter

Original
Treatment

Plan
Translationscopy

Adjust beam 
angles Rotations

Planned Dose 
Distribution

Summed Dose 
Distribution

Calculate
Dose

Distribution

DVH 
Original Plan

DVH
Sum-Plan

TCP/NTCP 
Original Plan

TCP/NTCP
Sum-Plan

Sum-Plan
Compare

Figure 4.1 Flow chart outlining how patient setup errors (translations and rotations) were processed to 

evaluate their biological impact on the patient, expressed as TCP/NTCP.

Because the sum-plan was derived as a copy of the original treatment plan, it 

contained the original contours. Since the dose distribution had changed in the sum plan 

(reflecting the patient’s movement during treatment) relative to the original treatment
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plan, so had the dose-volume histograms (DVHs) for the contours. The values for 

TCP/NTCP are calculated based on the DVHs belonging to a particular contour. 

Therefore, the TCP/NTCP now also changed and could be compared with the 

corresponding values obtained for the original plan. The above steps were largely 

automated and implemented with a C++ plug-in on the Pinnacle3 ® workstation.

4.2. Patient Position

Once the patient positioning error had been determined, it needed to be 

transferred to and implemented in the Pinnacle TPS, i.e. the original patient position 

needed to be modified in a copy of the original treatment plan such that it reflects the 

measured setup error. Because translations and rotations of the patient CT data set 

within the TPS are not possible, the beam parameters are adjusted such that the actual 

beams-eye-views (BEVs) of the patient anatomy, i.e. the orientation of the treatment 

beams relative to the patient, are the same as if the patient data set itself had been 

moved within the TPS. To that end, patient translations are accounted for by translating 

the beam isocenter in the opposite direction of the actual (measured) patient translation. 

Patient rotations are implemented by using the coordinate transform as described in 

Appendix A. 1. The beam angles at which the radiation is delivered in the modified plan 

are the same as if the CT data set of the patient had been rotated in the TPS.

4.3. Clinical Cases

The algorithm was applied to analyze the treatment received by two patients, 

both of whom were diagnosed with prostate cancer. The Planning Target Volume 

(PTV) therefore was a region around the prostate. The critical structure was the rectum, 

which is sensitive to radiation and is located close to the PTV. The contours of both, the 

PTV and the rectum were outlined by a radiation oncologist. They served as VOIs for 

the subsequent calculation of DVHs for each of them. Both patients had finished all 

fractions of their treatment and orthogonal EPID images were available for 6  fractions 

for each patient. Table 4.1 summarizes treatment parameters for each of the two 

patients. Each patient’s treatment was divided into two phases: a “main” phase and a
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“boost” phase. The latter means that the additional dose was delivered to a reduced PTV 

by reducing the treatment field size in order to reduce exposure of normal tissue. An 

example of a main and a boosted field is displayed in Figure 4.2, which shows the BEV 

of both types of fields.

Table 4.1 Treatment parameters for the two patients

Patient Plan Dose delivered 
(cGy)

Treatment
fractions

Orthogonal EPID images 
available for fractions number

Main: 5797 31 1,6, 17,27
A

Boost: 1496 6 32,37
Main: 5006 31 1, 6 , 16, 26

B
Boost: 2088 7 32, 38

Figure 4.2 BEV o f a main field (left) and coned down boost field (right). The beam aperture is shaped 

with multi-leaf-collimators (MLC, horizontal stripes), which block the beam. The aperture is shaped by 

the MLC to conform to the shape o f  the PTV, which contains the prostate (yellow or gray). The width o f  

each MLC leave is 0.5 cm and the height o f the PTV is approx. 8.5 cm. The darker (green) structure 

running along the right side is caused by overlap o f the prostate and the rectum (blue).
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4.4. Dose Calculation

The treatment for each patient was originally planned on a Helax ® TPS 

(Nucletron, Veenendaal, The Netherlands). Since the incorporation of setup errors as 

well as the dose calculation occurs on the Pinnacle 3 ® TPS, the treatment plans needed 

to be transferred to that work station. This transfer was possible only for the contours of 

PTV and rectum, but not for the treatment beam parameters (isocenter, treatment 

angles, field sizes), because of unresolved DICOM (Digital Imaging and 

Communications in Medicine) connectivity issues between the two TPS. The beam 

parameters were therefore entered manually into the Pinnacle TPS after the other 

portions of the treatment plan had been transferred. The position of the MLC leaves was 

varied manually, starting from a 5 mm margin around the PTV, until the DVHs of the 

plan generated on Pinnacle for both VOIs (PTV and rectum) closely matched those 

obtained on the Helax TPS. After generating this “master” treatment plan on Pinnacle 

(Figure 4.3), it was copied and the beam angles and couch translations in the copied 

plan were modified to accommodate the measured patient positioning error as described 

in section “4.2. Patient Position”. All dose calculations were performed with the 

adaptive convolution algorithm, which was part of the Pinnacle TPS.

As was mentioned earlier (section “4.3. Clinical Cases”), the last few fractions 

of the clinical treatment plans were boosted. Thus, not all of the beams contributed to 

the whole treatment. The normal beams were only used for the first i fractions, whereas 

the boost fields were applied for the last j  fractions, with k = i + j  being the total 

number of treatment fractions delivered. Whereas the normal and boost fields are 

treated in separate dose calculations on Helax TPS, they were included in the same 

treatment plan on the Pinnacle TPS, but as a separate set of treatment beams in order to 

simplify to dose reconstruction process. This procedure is justified by the following two 

assumptions:

• The fractions for which patient setup errors were measured are evenly 

spread out over the whole treatment received by a patient,

• Time trend of setup errors between main (earlier) and boosted (later) 

fractions are negligible.
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rectum

Figure 4.3 Transverse isocenter slice o f  a “master” treatment plan after it has been set up on Pinnacle. 

Seven beams were used in this plan.

The first assumption is verified by the fraction numbers for which orthogonal 

EPID images were available (see rightmost column in Table 4.1). The second 

assumption is made at this point because no evidence to the contrary exists. It can be 

verified or falsified once the patient position has actually been measured for each 

fraction. With those two assumptions it is possible to include both, main and boost 

fields in each copy of the treatment plan, so that each copy now contained twice the 

number of beams: half the beams originating from the main and the other half, with a 

smaller field size but otherwise unchanged beam parameters, from the boost plan. 

Within a treatment plan, the different beams contributing to the dose delivery are 

assigned a weight (a number between 0  and 1), which determines how much of the total 

dose delivered in one fraction is to be delivered by each beam. The weights of all beams 

add up to one. These weights were assigned in the original (Helax) treatment plan and 

were also included in the master treatment plan on Pinnacle. However, since main and 

boost field are now present in the same plan, the beam weights of main and boost beams 

needed to be adjusted in order to add up to one again. The weights of the beams 

belonging to the main and boost fractions were therefore scaled by a factor i/k  and 

j / k  respectively.
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Each measured fraction’s contribution to the dose in the “sum-plan” was given 

equal weight. Lastly, the dose values in the resulting dose matrix of the “sum-plan” 

were divided by the number of measured fractions so that the total number of monitor 

units delivered to the sum-plan was the same as for the original treatment plan.

4.5. Radiobiological Model

To test the impact of patient setup variations on TCP and NTCP, these values 

were calculated using radiobiological models which, as mentioned in Chapter “1.4. 

Biological impact of patient positioning errors”, are still being actively developed. For 

the purpose of this thesis, simple models are used for both, TCP and NTCP. Their 

choice does not limit the applicability of the dose evaluation process presented in this 

thesis. They serve not so much to achieve the best accuracy in calculating absolute 

values of TCP and NTCP, but for the relative comparison of values achieved with 

different treatment plans. The two models are introduced in the following paragraphs.

To be able to compare both patients, the tumor stage was assumed to be the 

same for both patients (Tl, early stage). As will be seen below, the relationship between 

TCP/NTCP and dose is a non-linear one. Therefore, in order to allow relative 

comparison of results for both patients, the initial value for NTCP (for correctly 

positioned patient) was chosen to be the same. NTCP was set to 5% ± 0.5% for each 

patient because the value of 5% is the commonly accepted clinical threshold value used 

in radiation therapy. This scaling was achieved by slightly modifying the total patient 

dose such that the value for NTCP becomes 5% ± 0.5%. This adjustment was necessary 

only for patient B where the scale factor was 0.86.

4.5.1. TCP model

It is assumed that a tumor will continue to grow unless all clonogenic cells are 

killed. The TCP, then, is the probability for zero survival of these cells. Because the 

number of cells in the tumor is large, leading to low probability of any given cell being 

hit by a photon, and because the number of photons is large, calculation of TCP lends 

itself to the application of Poisson statistics if  we also assume that damage caused in
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one cell does not effect any other cells (independence of events). If the tumor consists 

of N  cells initially, Poisson statistics predicts the likelihood p(n, D) for n surviving cells 

after administration of a dose D\

__ _ (4-1)
n\

where sf(D) is the fraction of clonogenic cells surviving the irradiation of the tumor 

with dose D. To find the TCP, n = 0 (no surviving cells) so that:

TCP = p(0,D) = e-N-sf{D). (4.2)

The surviving fraction is calculated noting that the rate with which additional volume is 

damaged by introducing additional dose is inversely proportional to the amount of 

volume already damaged (neglecting cell repair and repopulation effects):

^ £ -  = - a - s f ,  (4.3)
a U

where a is a constant of proportionality, and therefore:

s f  (D) = e~aD . (4.4)

Inserting Equation 4.4 into Equation 4.2 yields 

TCP = exp[-iV • exp(-orZ))].

This equation has a sigmoidal shape, which can be re-written and parameterized by the 

values of dose D50 and slope ysn for which TCP = 50%:

TCP =
exp[2y50( l - D / D 50) / ln 2 ]

(4.5)

In the case of heterogeneous irradiation, in which different sub-volumes v, receive 

different radiation doses Z), and assuming that each sub-volumes’ dose response is 

independent the others’, the dose response of the whole tumor is the product of the 

TCPs for each sub-volume:

. y  v, exp[2rJO(l-Z),/Z>j0 ) / ln 2 ]

TCP = Y \T C P (D i,v1) = -  ' (4.6)
i
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This equation is used to fit clinical data of patients’ radiation response in order 

to determine values for D50 and yJ0, which are then used to predict TCP for new 

treatment plans. Though the model is initially of a mechanistical nature, its application 

is phenomenological. The values used in this thesis, which are obtained for prostate 

cancer with this model are1:

£>50 = 28.34 Gy and 7 5 0 = 1.0.

A plot of the TCP curve resulting from these values is shown in Figure 4.4.

100

90

a.
oK-
Z

Q.
OI-

TCP

NTCP

1 0 0 120

Dose (Gy)

Figure 4.4 Plot o f the curves for TCP (Equation 4.6) and NTCP curve (Equation 4.7) for the prostate and 

rectum, respectively, using the parameters cited in the text.

4.5.2. NTCP model

The Sigmoidal Dose Response (SDR) model, employed in this thesis to 

describe the response of normal tissue to radiation, has been proposed by Lyman 2 and 

is largely phenomenological in nature. The sigmoidal shape is realized by means of the 

error function:
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NTCP = 0.5- 1 + erf (4.7)

with

(EU D -£>so)
(4.8)

Here D$o is the dose causing 50% NTCP and m specifies the slope at this point. EUD is 

the Equivalent Uniform Dose, the dose which, when applied uniformly to the whole 

organ, would produce the same biological response as the actual (inhomogeneous) dose 

distribution delivered. In the case of non-uniform irradiation (which is usually the case 

for any realistic dose distribution), the EUD is calculated from the DVH using:

where the sum is carried out over all sub-volumes v, of the organ in question, each 

receiving the dose Dt. EUD, m and n represent the three parameters that are used to fit 

equation 4.7 to clinical dose response data of patients. The organ at risk in the case of

Dso = 80.0 Gy, m = 0.15, w = 0.12.

A plot of the NTCP curve resulting from these values is shown in Figure 4.4. Both, TCP 

and NTCP were calculated with the convenient software tool developed by Warkentin 

et al. 4

/
(4.9)

V / J

■J
this thesis is the rectum, for which the following parameters have been used :
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Chapter 5 

Biological Impact: Results and Discussion

5.1. Scope

Purpose of this chapter is it to exemplify an application of the method of image 

registration to clinical data. In a first step, the patients’ positioning errors in terms of 

translations and rotations are determined. In a second step, the resulting changes to the 

dose distribution as calculated and expressed in the dose volume histograms of two 

VOIs: the PTV around the prostate and the rectum (OAR). Lastly, the impact of the 

patient positioning errors on the biological response of the two VOI are determined by 

computing their TCP and NTCP, respectively, and comparing it to the values obtained 

for the original treatment plan. It should be noted that these results are meant to provide 

an example on how the impact of setup errors on biological outcome can be studied. 

They are not meant to be an exhaustive study of radiobiological clinical outcomes.

5.2. Setup errors

The patients’ positioning errors are shown in Figure 5.1 and listed in Table 5.1. 

The largest systematic translational offset (average translation) exists along the AP axis
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of patient A (0.4 cm) and the LR axis of patient B (0.31 cm). The rotational offset is 

largest around the AP and SI axis of patient A (-1.2° and -1.3° respectively) and around 

the LR axis for patient B (1.4°). The treatment plan margins of 0.5 cm are exceeded in 

by translational setup errors in 3 cases for patient A: in the first measured fraction in LR 

direction and in the 4th and 6 th measured fraction in AP direction (see Figure 5.1). Setup 

variation for patient B remains within the 0.5 cm margin, though just barely for the 

second measured fraction in AP direction, the 5th measured fraction in LR direction and 

the 6 th measured fraction in SI direction. Since the OAR (rectum) is located posterior to 

the prostate, special attention is drawn to the translational setup error in AP direction, 

which is greater for patient A: 0.4 cm compared to 0.15 cm average for patient B (see 

Table 5.1).

Rotational setup errors are confined to a ‘corridor’ of roughly ±2.5° (see Figure

5.1). Contrary to translational setup errors, rotations are not explicitly taken into 

account in the treatment planning process. A rotational setup error of 2.5° would lead to 

a translation of 0.5 cm for a point at a distance of 0.5cm/sin(2.5°) = 11.6cm from the 

axis of rotation. This distance is slightly larger than the diameter of the treatment beams 

used in these prostate treatments, which was 11 cm for the normal fractions and 9 cm 

for the boosted fractions (see Figure 4.2). The translational margins of 0.5 cm that are 

part of the treatment plan would therefore be sufficient if either the rotational or the 

translational setup errors occurred without the other. Since both setup errors occur 

together, the margins might not in all cases be sufficient. The effects of the combination 

of rotations and translations of course depend on the location in the patient, whether the 

rotations add to or subtract from the translational setup errors experienced by that 

location and whether the location is part of either a critical structure or the PTV. The 

combined effect is best described by actually calculating the dose for each measured 

fraction and evaluating the DVH for each VOI in question, which is done in the next 

section.
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Figure 5.1 Measured setup errors for patient A (top) and B (bottom) over the course o f  their treatment as 

indicated by the fraction number on the x-axis

5.3. Dose Distribution and Dose-Volume Histograms

The setup errors were now applied to copies of the original treatment plan and 

the dose distribution for each fraction calculated and summed up (see flow chart, Figure

4.1). The original and the sum-dose distribution for patient A is shown in Figure 5.2. It 

has shifted visibly towards the posterior, resulting in an increased dose in the prostate 

region and large parts of the rectum, which receives an additional dose of approx. 250 

cGy to parts of its volume (Figure 5.3). This shift of the dose distribution is consistent 

with the observed setup errors for Patient A (Figure 5.1), which show a clear translation 

in AP direction. The summed dose distributions include the measured setup errors and 

yield the DVH for each of the two VOI (PTV and rectum) of both patients. The DVHs
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are displayed in Figure 5.4. In all cases, the DVHs they shifted towards larger dose 

when setup errors are taken into account. The shift is only minor for the PTV, but 

pronounced for the rectum for both patients.

Table 5.1 Averages, standard and maximum deviations for clinical patient setup errors, derived from the 

measurement o f  fractions per patient shown in Figure 5.1.

Translations (cm) Rotations (deg)

Patient AP SI LR AP SI LR
Average 0.40 -0.03 -0.07 -1.1 -1.4 0.4

A Standard dev. 0.19 0.15 0.29 1.3 0 . 8 0 . 6

Maximum dev. 0.23 0.19 0.54 2 .1 1.3 1 .0

Average 0.15 -0.04 0.31 0.3 -0 . 8 1.4
B Standard dev. 0 . 2 2 0.37 0.18 0 . 6 0.5 1.5

Maximum dev. 0.32 0.53 0.28 0.7 0 . 8 2.5

Figure 5.2 Isocentric transverse slice o f  a prostate treatment plan for patient A, showing the PTV, rectum 

and isodose lines for the original plan (left) and the summed dose for all setup errors (sum-plan, right). 

Higher % isodose lines in the sum-plan have moved towards the rectum as a result o f setup errors. 100% 

corresponds to a dose o f 72.9 Gy.
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Figure 5.3 Difference o f the dose distributions o f the sum-plan and the original plan o f patient A for the 

isocentric slice shown in Figure 5.2. An overdose by 250 cGy for large parts o f the rectum and a small 

portion of the prostate is evident.
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Figure 5.4 Dose-volume-histograms for the PTV and rectum for the original plan and the sum-plan 

(containing the setup errors) for patient A (left) and B (right).

5.4. TCP and NTCP

The additional dose delivered to the rectum because of patient setup errors, 

which is evident in Figures 4.2 - 4.3, resulted in an increase to its NTCP. Though 

present for both patients, this increase was particularly large for patient A (Table 5.2). 

Since an NTCP of >5% is clinically considered not acceptable1, the changes in NTCP,
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specifically for patient A, would give rise to concern. TCP for the PTV hardly changed 

for either patient.

Table 5.2 Changes o f NTCP and TCP as a result o f setup error

Patient Organ Original plan Sum-plan Change
(sum-original)

Rectum NTCP 5.24% 14.19% 8.95%
A

PTV TCP 99.15% 99.19% 0.04%
Rectum NTCP 4.67% 6.92% 2.25%

B
PTV TCP 99.01% 99.10% 0.09%

It should be noted that only rigid body transformations of the patient position 

were assumed, i.e. daily changes of size and position of the prostate and rectum with 

respect to bony anatomy, which are known to occur,2"4 are not reflected in these values. 

This limitation of our method could be overcome only by imaging non-rigid, daily 

internal anatomy changes using CT or MR scans for each treatment fraction evaluated. 

This method has been pursued by Schaly et al.5, who retrospectively analyzed CT data 

sets of five prostate patients. They found that correcting patient setup using portal 

images resulted in an increase of the minimum dose delivered to the prostate in four of 

the five patients. Mean dose to the rectum decreased for one and increased for four 

patients when setup errors based on bony anatomy were corrected.

Happersett et al.6 also evaluated repeat CT images. They found an increase of 

more than 6 % for rectal NTCP in some patients treated with a 6  field boost plan by re- 

contouring three additional CT scans over the course of the treatment. Those allow 

access to non-rigid anatomy, but the number of times the re-contouring can be done is 

limited because of its labor intensity. Considering these differences and the wide spread 

of NTCP change apparent in even in our very limited sample size of two patients (9.0% 

and 2.3% respectively), the results are not in contradiction.
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5.5. Summary

The potential clinical utility of the registration method developed in this thesis 

was investigated by applying it to two clinical prostate treatment plans and determining 

the patient’s setup errors. The values for translational and rotational setup variations 

were then used to re-calculate the patients’ dose distributions and dose-volume- 

histograms as well as changes to TCP and NTCP. For both patients, TCP remained 

constant, whereas the rectal NTCP increased by 9.0% and 2.2% respectively.
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Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusion

6.1. Image Registration

A method to register rigid 3D patient position by comparing orthogonal 

MDRR and EPID images has been implemented and its accuracy has been analyzed as a 

function of various registration parameters, notably the type of image pre-processing, 

the cost function used and sampling density of the parameter space of cost function 

values. Registration precision was better than 0.5 mm (one standard deviation) for 3D 

translations along any axis if  no rotations were present. 3D rotations were registered 

with a precision of better than 0.2° about any axis if no translations were present. When 

registering combined rotations and translations the standard deviation for translations 

remained constant, whereas the one for rotations increased to 0.3° if the magnitude of 

setup translations was <7 mm. For setup translations of up to ±15 mm, the standard 

deviations increased for both, translations and rotations to the values of to 0.7 mm and

0.4° respectively.

The high accuracies achieved meant that the small degree to which setup 

translations influence the registration results and vice versa become noticeable. The 

assumption that translations can be registered independently from rotations, which is
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strictly valid only for parallel beam geometry, was tested by investigating the influence 

of setup translations on rotations and vice versa. A simple theoretical model for the 

dependence of rotations on setup translations has been introduced. This model agrees 

with (AP and SI axes) or overestimates (LR axis) the dependence of registration results 

for rotation on setup translations (Figure 3.10). As a consequence of this coupling, the 

registration precision for rotations decreases with increasing translation of the phantom 

or patient (Table 3.4). A significant dependence of registration results for translations 

on setup rotations has not been found for the un-translated phantom (Figure 3.11). If, 

however, rotations and translations were combined, standard deviations for translations 

did increase if the setup translations were within a ±15 mm interval. No such increase 

was observed if the setup translations were within a ±7 mm interval (Table 3.4).

It should be noted, that the coupling of out-of-plane rotations to setup 

translations is a phenomenon that can influence registration results wherever 2D-3D 

registration is performed with a diverging beam and sufficient accuracy. Once the in

plane translations are known, their effect on out-of-plane rotations can be calculated 

(Equation 2.11) and corrected for if only one 2D image is used (for example in 

fluoroscopic imaging1). The coupling can be weaker by a factor of two if, as is the case 

in this thesis, two 2D images are used for registration (Equation 2.12). However, 

correcting the registration result for pseudo rotations is not as straight-forward in this 

case, because translations in AP direction (‘seen’ by the LR-view EPID image) and LR 

direction (‘seen’ by the AP-view EPID image) both cause pseudo rotations about the SI 

axis. Their contributions can either add up or neutralize each other, depending on the 

direction of each translation.

Image pre-processing significantly improved registration of translations and 

had an even larger impact on registering rotations. Rotations also benefited strongly 

from interpolating the space of cost-function values with a parabolic fit. Angular 

spacing of the MDRR images is important, but increasing from 0.5° to 1.0° only 

marginally weakens the registration; however it does offer significant benefits for 

storage and computing requirements and is therefore likely to be preferred in a clinical 

setting. Clinical implementation could be further aided by reducing storage requirement
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and MDRR computing times through more efficient algorithms, the effects of which 

onto registration accuracy would need to be investigated.

Though in some cases the different cost functions performed similarly, mutual 

information showed the best overall results, followed by cross-correlation and mean 

squared difference. This is in contradiction with Penney et al.2, who tested six cost 

functions and found that mutual information performs worst when registering 

fluoroscopy images to CT data sets. However, Penney et al. did not use normalized 

mutual information, which has been shown to perform more robustly3 and image pre

processing was not employed. The algorithm proposed by Sarrut et al.4 (decomposing 

rotations into in- and out-of-plane components) had been tested in reference 5 for six 

positions of a humanoid Alderson Rando phantom; out-of-plane rotations were sampled 

every 0.5°. Differences between setup and found translation range up to 2.2 mm and 

differences between setup and found angle reach up to 2.8°, which is approx. 5 times 

larger than our values. But their registration code was faster (approx. 3 minutes for one 

registration) and their data base requirements were reduced (900 DRR images).

The method investigated here registers rigid data sets. As such, a clinical 

implementation would benefit most where knowledge of patient position, excluding 

internal organ motion, is desired or for sites where internal anatomy is not expected to 

change significantly between fractions, such as brain and head/neck. However, the 

aspects of image pre-processing discussed here might also be useful for situations where 

non-rigid registration algorithms are employed and/or 3D data sets are registered.

The individual registrations undertaken in this thesis did all converge. This is 

due to the fact that patient rotations and translation were confined to intervals that are 

likely to contain clinically relevant setup variations: [-4°, +4°] for rotations and [-2 cm, 

2 cm] for translations. If larger intervals are used, the method would perform less stable. 

This has been observed in preliminary investigations of larger translations (>3 cm), but 

has not been quantified in detail because it is not relevant for the clinical applicability of 

the method presented and therefore falls out of the scope of this thesis.
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6.2.  Biological Impact

A method to study the biological impact of patient setup variations has been 

presented. The method is based on modifying the dose distribution delivered to the 

patient such that it contains the measured patient positioning error. The cumulative 

effect of multiple treatment fractions (if patient position has been measured by 

acquisition of orthogonal EPID images) can be evaluated with this method. To this end, 

dose distributions for the measured treatment fractions were added. Two patient 

treatment plans were investigated and it was found for both that the summed dose 

distribution changed significantly when compared to the original plan. This change 

resulted in the increase of NTCP values for both patients above clinically acceptable 

levels by 9.0% and 2.3% respectively. TCP values on the other hand remained almost 

unchanged. These results agree with the findings of Happersett et al. 6, who also found 

an increase of rectal NTCP (6 %) as a result of setup errors. It should be noted that the 

sample size (2) in these tests is limited. The data presented therefore illustrates in two 

examples the applicability of our method to clinical cases. However, the sample size is 

too small to use the results to characterize in general the clinical radiobiological effect 

of setup errors.

6.3. Future Developments

Since the dose needed to acquire EPID images is small, it is possible to acquire 

daily images and monitor a patient’s dose distribution including setup errors as the 

treatment progresses through all fractions. The treatment plan could then be adapted in 

later fractions, based on measurements done in earlier fractions. This adaptation could 

be based either on the measured systematic setup error to improve patient alignment7 or 

on the re-computed dose distribution to make up for cold spots resulting from setup
o

errors . Ideally, though, the method should be accelerated enough to allow for real-time 

registration in each treatment fraction between image acquisition and dose delivery. The 

time for one registration varied between 5 and 18 minutes on a 2 GHz Xeon processor, 

depending on the angular interval chosen (i.e. registration accuracy, see Table 3.3) 

because the MDRR data base did not need to be re-calculated for each registration. If
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the registration method is to be used on-line to correct patient setup errors, registration 

needs to be completed within a clinically acceptable time limit of approx. 1 minute. 

Accelerating the registration by a factor of at least 5, ideally 20, is therefore desirable. 

The algorithm could be further accelerated by a number of means: changing the 

functions currently implemented in Matlab ® to a lower level computing language, 

using a faster work station, employing a more efficient search strategy of the parameter 

space (for example a form of gradient search) coupled with a fast MDRR calculation 

algorithm and validating the separate registration of in-plane and out-of-plane 

components of 3D rotations (thus mostly eliminating the need for MDRRs created for 

in-plane rotations). The couch translations and the couch, gantry and collimator 

rotations could then be adjusted on-line to reduce the random portion of the setup 

errors, thus optimizing dose delivery by adapting the treatment parameters in each 

fraction.

It has been demonstrated that image pre-processing is significant for image 

registration. Therefore the influence of image pre-processing on the performance of 

other image registration problems should be investigated more closely. Obvious 

candidates would be the inter- and intra-modality registration of 3D data sets generated 

in CT, MRI, PET and Tomotherapy studies.

A simple geometrical model, describing how translations can appear as pseudo 

rotations in the registration, was developed. It should be investigated how far this 

knowledge about pseudo-rotations can be used to correct the rotation values obtained 

with our algorithm. Care must be taken because pseudo rotations resulting from 

translations in the positive LR axis (seen by the AP view) and AP axis (seen by the LR 

view) can cancel each other in the current form of our algorithm. However, some 

measure of correction should be possible, at least for translations along the SI axis. It 

should be noted that these pseudo rotations would also appear in registration tasks in 

fluoroscopic imaging. 1 If out-of-plane rotations are registered, a correction for pseudo 

rotations could be applied.

The feasibility of the method for inter-fractional biological impact of patient 

setup variations has been demonstrated. Since it has also been shown that biological
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impact can be significant, the method employed in this thesis can provide the 

groundwork for future investigations with larger patient populations. Those 

investigations could for example study the effect of different safety margins used when 

designing treatment plans or the influence of different immobilization devices on the 

treatment outcome. Since it provides a means to evaluate patient treatment more 

realistically, clinical studies of treatment outcome could incorporate this information to 

allow for more accurate development of biological models describing the response of 

tissue to radiation.
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Appendix

A.I. Patient and Linac rotation angles

A patient’s rotation about his AP, SI and LR axis can be equated with 

corresponding orientations of the linac’s beam source, defined by its couch, gantry and 

collimator angles. The need to determine this correspondence arises several times 

within this thesis. In a first scenario, patient rotations are simulated by adjusting linac 

angles (couch, gantry and collimator angles) instead of rotating the patient or phantom. 

Here, the values to which a given set of linac angles has to be changed in order to afford 

the same beam’s eye view (BEV) of the patient (or phantom) as if the patient was 

rotated a given amount about his AP, SI and LR axes is calculated. This situation occurs 

in three sections of this thesis:

1. When the MDRR data base is to be created, the TPS does not allow for 

the direct rotation of the patient (the CT data set). Instead, the linac’s 

couch gantry and collimator angles are adjusted as to afford an equivalent 

BEV onto the patient.

2. When EPID images of the rotated Pixy phantom are to be acquired, 

precise rotations of the life-size phantom are impractical. Therefore, the 

phantom rotation is again facilitated by adjusting the linac’s couch, gantry
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and collimator angles to values that result in an equivalent BEV of the 

patient.

3. When adjusting treatment fields in order to re-calculate the dose received 

by a patient whose rotations have been found (registered) with our 

algorithm. Because the TPS does not allow direct rotation of the patient’s 

CT data set, treatment beam angles have to be calculated that again afford 

the equivalent beams eye view.

A second, related scenario arises when actual patient rotations are known and 

the linac’s couch, gantry and collimator angles are to be changed in order to cancel the 

misalignment caused by the patient’s rotational setup errors. In this case, the amount of 

patient rotation about his AP, SI and LR axes has been measured and the values to 

which the planned linac angles (couch, gantry, collimator) need to be adjusted in order 

to irradiate the patient in the same way as if he had been positioned correctly (i.e. un

rotated) are calculated. Once our algorithm is accelerated enough, this registration could 

be performed “on-line” in the time between the acquisition of the orthogonal EPID 

images and the delivery of the treatment. Setup errors can then be corrected by 

adjusting linac angles to the new values (as a form of Adaptive Radiation Therapy 

(ART)) before the treatment commences, thus improving the accuracy of dose delivery.

A. 1.1 Coordinate transform

Both of the above mentioned scenarios are treated by referencing a fixed 

(room) coordinate system, relative to which the patient and the linac rotate (Figure A.l). 

The linac’s coordinate system is called “BEV” system. The treatment isocenter is 

selected as the origin around which all rotations occur.

The linac’s couch, gantry and collimator angles relative to the room coordinate 

system enter into a transformation M . These angles are set by the operator during 

treatment. The linac angles as they appear relative to the patient determine the

transformation M . The patient’s rotation angles around his AP, SI and LR axis form

the solid body rotation R . Each of the transformations M  , M  and R can be expressed
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as rotational matrices and the linac’s couch, gantry and collimator angles can be 

extracted from M  (see below).

-l

(rotated) Patient $
Room coordinates 

(fixed)

l ' %
M

M~ l

M  = M  R 1

O  M  = M  -R ¥

BEV

Coll nater
rot itlon

Couch

Figure A .l Coordinate transforms between the Patient, BEV and Room coordinate systems.

Both scenarios described in the previous section ask for the transformation 

matrix M  (containing the linac angles to be set by the operator). As illustrated in 

Figure A.l, we can determine the transformation M  as follows:

M  = M -R _1 <3. M  = M -R .  (Al)

Obtaining the linac angles for the second scenario, in which linac angles are adjusted in 

order to compensate patient rotation is now straightforward: the desired (planned) linac 

angles for each beam are used to calculate M  in its matrix representation. M  is then 

multiplied from right with the matrix R representing the patient’s rotation and the 

resulting matrix M  contains the linac angles to be set by the operator.

In the case of the first scenario, which has more relevance for this thesis, we 

want to simulate patient or phantom rotations R by adjusting the linac’s angles instead 

of rotating the patient or phantom itself. This is accomplished by entering the inverse 

R~' of R instead of R into equation Al:
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M  = M  -R~l . (A2)

The linac will then ‘compensate’ the rotation R 1, which, since the patient (phantom)

has not actually been rotated, affords the same BEV of the patient (phantom) as if  they

will clarify this scenario. Let the gantry angle of the beam to be delivered be 45° 

relative to the patient, who is located on the treatment couch in a head-first supine 

(HFS) position. If a patient rotation of +10° about the SI axis was to be simulated, the 

linac’s gantry angle would need to be adjusted by - 1 0 ° (in the opposite direction of the 

patient rotation) and thus set to 35° while the patient is kept und-rotated, in order to 

achieve the same beams-eye-view as if  the patient itself had been rotated.

A. 1.2 Extracting linac angles from the transformation matrix M

Let Rap , Rs, and Rlr be the rotation matrices for rotations around the AP, SI 

and LR axes respectively; then

describes the 3D patient rotation matrix relative to the fixed (room) coordinate system.

The beams-eye-view of the patient is defined by the collimator coordinate

where M Col, M Gan and M Cou are rotational matrices for the collimator, gantry and 

couch respectively:

had been rotated by R and the linac angles had remained unchanged. A simple example

R —  Rlr '  R.si'  R-ap (A3)

system of the linear accelerator. As discussed in Ref. 1 the room coordinate system is 

transformed into the collimator coordinate system by

(A4)

 ̂ cosi9 sin«9 (f

M Cou = M Cou(*9) =  - sin $ cos 9 0

I 0 0 lj
(A5a)
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M Gan = M G a n W )  =

M Col = M Col(y )  =

cos cp 0  sin
0 1 0

-sin<p 0  cos

cosy sin y 0 "
- s m y cos y 0

0 0 K

(A5b)

(A5c)

and

M  = M {y,9,(p)
^sin^sin#  + cos ̂  cos cos .9 sin^cos.9 -  cos^cos^sin#  cos iff sin (p 
cos ̂  sin <9-sin ̂  cos cos $ cos y  cos 3 + sin ip cos (p sin 9 -sin^sin^?

V ■ sin cp cos 9 sin#? sin# cos^

(A6 )

where 9 , (p and y  are the couch, gantry and collimator angle, respectively (since we are only 

interested in the rotational component of the coordinate transform, we have, unlike 

Starkschall1, neglected the translational component of the transform into the linac head by the 

source-to-axis distance (SAD)).

Let M  describe a specific, desired linac configuration, for example 9 =0°, (p 

= 90° and if/= 0° for a LR view image; then M = M Col (0°) • M Can (90°) • M Cou (0°). If the 

patient is not rotated (i.e. R = 1 (identity matrix)), then set rotations of the linac are

trivially M  = M  • 1 = M. If the simulated rotation of the patient is given by R *  1, and 

the patient is placed un-rotated on the treatment couch, then the set rotations of the linac 

in for the desired beams-eye-view are obtained by Equation A2.

Once the matrix M (equation A6 ) has been calculated using either equation Al 

or A2 (depending on the problem to be solved) the couch gantry and collimator angles

are extracted from it:

<p = cos~'(mi3) ,

& = tan-1 (- m2 3 / mx 3),

ip = tan”1 ( - m32 / mlx\

(A7a)

(A7b)

(A7c)
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where m,^ are the matrix elements of M = M - R in the i h column and kth row as 

defined in Equation A6 . If m/ 3 = 0 and cp £ 0° in Equation A7b, then 9 = 90°. If mj / = 

0 and (pd- 0° in Equation A7c, then xp = 90°. If (p = 0° (gantry vertical), m /j in Equation 

A6  yields:

mu = sin xp sin <9 + cos xp cos & = cos( y / - S ) ,  (A8 )

i. e. rotating the couch in one direction or the collimator in the opposite direction yields 

the same patient orientation, which is obviously the case for vertical gantry. In that case, 

the couch angle was arbitrarily set to zero and the patient orientation facilitated with the 

collimator angle & = — cos”1 (ml ,).
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A.2. Standard Deviation of a Uniform Random Distribution

Consider the special case of the sequence s consisting of N  equally spaced

samples s = ( 1 , 2 , 3 with the constant (uniform) probability />•=— for the
N

occurrence of any number between 1 and N. Then the mean of that distribution is 

obviously:

(A 14)
7=1

and the variance o2 is:

crs
1=1

N

N \  N  /  \  '\ (  N  N  N  \

= X (z ~ ^ ) 2 'Pi = ~'2’ix + x 2) =  —  J / '2-2 x J z  + x 2J ]l
1=1 A  i=1 IV y  J=1  i= 1  , =1V i=i  i=i i=i /

\M™y±i)_2y ^ +1).i(7, +1)+A/ i (/v+1)
6 2 2 v2 .(A15)

= — (a 2- i)
12 ’

If the sequence s is divided by N, this division carries through the calculation of xN and

2 2a  , and c  is obtained for N  uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval [0, 

1 ]:

a
o  -

N

N
i f i - 1 
12 V N

(A 16)

The standard deviation <r is defined as the square root of the variance, thus:

<7 =
12

1
N

(A 17)

In the case of this thesis, there are 60 samples, given by 20 random angles of rotation 

about each of the three axes. Therefore N  = 60 and <J = 0.29 for an interval of width 1. 

For an interval width of 2.5°, therefore cr = 0.72° is found.
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